In this sense, philanthropy is not an invention of the state but ought to be viewed today as an artifact of the state; we can be certain that philanthropy would not have the form it currently does in the absence of the various laws that structure it and tax incentives that encourage it. This session specifies and assesses three possible justifications for the existence of tax incentives for charitable giving, identifies a distinctive role for philanthropy in democracies, and argues for a fundamental re-design of the current legal framework governing philanthropy.

141. Real Utopia Proposal Session. Utopias "For Real": Contours of Racial Utopia
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, Duke University
Presider: Tyrone A. Forman, Emory University
Panelist: Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, Duke University
Discussants: Tyrone A. Forman, Emory University
Kimberle Crenshaw, University of California-Los Angeles

Utopia will not be "for real" here or elsewhere unless racial matters are included and addressed in a forthright manner. Accordingly, in this paper I do four things to advance utopias for real. First, I provide a friendly critique of the "real utopias" project as currently conceived. Second, I suggest the urgent need for mental emancipation (a la Bob Marley) from the emotional, intellectual, and spiritual tentacles of white supremacy as the foundation for any utopian process. Second, I outline a number of individual and collective freedom practices needed to move towards utopia. Albeit my discussion is broad, I tackle some practices we need to exercise in academia. Lastly, I advance, with lots of trepidation given the collective nature of the struggle for utopia, the contours of racial utopia. I conclude with a short dream of how I, as an Am-e-Rican, hope America and the world look like in 2050.

142. Thematic Session. Democracy's Blueprints: The Globalization of Participatory Budgeting
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Ernesto Ganuza, Advanced Social Research Institute
Presider: Ernesto Ganuza, Advanced Social Research Institute
Panelists: Christine Allegritti, University of Coimbra
Baogang He, Deakin University
Gena Miller, University of Illinois-Chicago
Tiago Peixoto, World Bank
Discussant: Ernesto Ganuza, Advanced Social Research Institute

The Orçamento Participativo was created in Porto Alegre in 1989. From then until now the OP has been globalized, so we find experiences in all five continents. The success achieved by the Porto Alegre experience has led governments of countries with cultural and political traditions very different entering the PB in their localities. However, the Brazilian OP has gradually transformed in that journey and it has been implemented according to the local contexts. We wonder what exactly has traveled, as well as the impact and success of the Participatory Budgenting beyond Brazil. To answer these questions we propose a debate on four experiences of four different contexts: USA, Europe (Italy), Africa (DR Congo) and China. Thus, we could see the meaning of the globalization of a specific local experience and its different outcomes in political and cultural different contexts.

143. Thematic Session. Global Restrictions on
Religious Utopias and Religious Minorities (co-sponsored with Association for the Sociology of Religion)

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Roger Finke, Pennsylvania State University
Presider: Roger Finke, Pennsylvania State University
Religious Minorities: Bearing the Brunt of Rising Global Restrictions on Religion. Brian J. Grim, Pew Forum on Religion & Public Life
Utopia Abandoned? A Sociological Analysis of Major Court Decisions Concerning Minority Religions in Europe. James T. Richardson, University of Nevada-Reno
Discussant: Allen Hertzke, University of Oklahoma

144. Thematic Session. Is Marriage Part of a Utopian Future?

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Pepper J. Schwartz, University of Washington
Presider: Pepper J. Schwartz, University of Washington
Panelists: Rosanna Hertzke, Wellesley College
   Stephanie Coontz, Evergreen State College
   Scott Coltrane, University of Oregon
   Mignon R. Moore, University of California-Los Angeles
This session will be organized around the changing nature of marriage and to what extent it can be the right “tent” for equitable and committed relationships and families in the Utopian future. The debate over who should be married has been lively with many nay-sayers and stake holders having directly opposing passionate views. Where should this end up? For same sex couples, for opposite sex couples, for lager configurations of love and loyalty or perhaps in alternative forms not yet realized? Our panelists will no doubt have diverse Utopian visions.

145. Thematic Session. Marxism and/or Real Utopias

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Rhonda F. Levine, Colgate University
Presider: Rhonda F. Levine, Colgate University
Panelists: Michael Burawoy, University of California-Berkeley
   Leo Panitch, York University
   David Norman Smith, University of Kansas
   Goran Therborn, Uppsala University
This session will discuss both the compatibility of Marxism and the concept and practice of Real Utopias, as well as how Marxism and Real Utopias as theory and practice diverge.

146. Thematic Session. Workers' Search for Utopia

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizers: Howard A. Kimeldorf, University of Michigan
   Barry Eidlin, University of California-Berkeley
Presider: Barry Eidlin, University of California-Berkeley
Panelists: Peter B. Evans, University of California-Berkeley
   Howard A. Kimeldorf, University of Michigan
   Pan Ngai, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
   Gay W. Seidman, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Workers' movements classically embody a central tension that powerfully illuminates the recurrent quest for utopia: they must balance the need to realize immediate objectives with a commitment to social transformation. As a result, workers' movements have historically found themselves on the leading edge of what we now recognize as “real utopian” projects. While striking this balance has proven elusive—and the history of workers' movements is replete with more than its share of failures—these movements nevertheless provide a unique vantage point for reconsidering the dynamics and challenges inherent in building real utopian projects. A distinguished panel of labor scholars will consider and assess the efforts of workers' movements to actualize utopian visions within a global and cross-national context. Beyond elucidating the local and comparative contexts that have shaped those efforts, the panel will analyze the “real utopian” projects that have emerged from workers’ struggles for a better world.

147. Author Meets Critics Session. Kids Don't Want to Fail: Oppositional Culture and the Black-White Achievement Gap (Harvard Press, 2011) by Angel Harris

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Edward E. Telles, Princeton University
Author: Angel Luis Harris, Princeton University
Critics: Walter R. Allen, University of California-Los Angeles
   Stephen L. Morgan, Cornell University
   Meredith Phillips, University of California-Los Angeles

148. Professional Development Workshop.
Teaching Sociology in a Community College:
A Panel Discussion
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Rifat A. Salam, City University of New York-Borough of Manhattan Community College
Leader: Rifat A. Salam, City University of New York-Borough of Manhattan Community College
Co-Leaders: Sheldon Applewhite, City University of New York-Borough of Manhattan Community College
Lisa Handler, Community College of Philadelphia
Amy Elizabeth Traver, City University of New York-Queensborough Community College
Community colleges play a significant role in higher education in the United States, providing a gateway to many students who might not otherwise have aspired to a college education. Over forty percent of all college students in the United States are enrolled at community colleges. Yet most of the general resources on teaching sociology and indeed most textbooks are geared towards traditional four year college students. Teaching at a community college offers a unique set of challenges and opportunities and sociologists are especially well-positioned to offer students a critical perspective on society and their own experiences. This professional development workshop will include topics such as pedagogy and teaching strategies, understanding the diverse experiences of students, and how to navigate a career at a community college. We will demonstrate ways to better understand and address the complex lives of community college students and their needs. Panelists will also discuss the challenges and rewards of a career at a community college, including how to balance research and teaching, and advice for seeking out ways to further your professional development as scholars and/or teachers. There will be a hands-on component dealing with specific teaching challenges and strategies and participants are encouraged to bring in specific issues and challenges for discussion. This workshop/panel is designed for anyone who is currently teaching or thinking about teaching at a community college.

149. Policy and Research Workshop. Social Science Data Infrastructure
Hyatt Regency Denver
Co-Leaders: Patricia E. White, National Science Foundation
Regina E. Werum, National Science Foundation
Panelists: Peter V. Marsden, Harvard University
Janet Gornick, City University of New York-Graduate Center
David van Riper, University of Minnesota
Sheela Kennedy, University of Minnesota
Pamela Herd, University of Wisconsin-Madison
The Sociology Program at the National Science Foundation (NSF) supports large-scale data resources that are widely used by scholars across the social sciences and excellent tools for scholars interested in interdisciplinary research. In 2009 the Sociology Program renewed support for the General Social Survey (GSS); it also supports the Luxembourg Income Study (LIS) and the International Integrated Public Micro-Data Series (IPUMS-International), and has funded a new data resource, School Attendance Boundary Information System (SABINS); all comprise publicly available social science data that can be used by sociologists to complete comparative research, assess trends in public attitudes, and examine educational outcomes in more precise geographical locations. NSF program officers will discuss funding opportunities available for interdisciplinary research; and along with representatives from major NSF-supported data infrastructure projects will provide information on publicly available tools, instrumentation, shared databases and cyberinfrastructure for disciplinary and interdisciplinary research. The session is interactive; audience participation is encouraged.

150. Teaching Workshop. Connecting Undergraduates to the Empirical Base of Sociology
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: William H. Frey, Brookings Institution
Leader: William H. Frey, Brookings Institution
Co-Leaders: Lynette F. Hoelter, University of Michigan
John Paul DeWitt, University of Michigan
This workshop will introduce teachers to tools and approaches toward integrating “hands on” data analysis into lower level undergraduate courses. It will feature resources available with the Social Science Data Analysis Network (www.SSDAN.net) from the University of Michigan’s Population Studies Center, the Online Learning Center at the Inter-university Consortium of Political and Social Research and www.TeachingWithData.org These resources make available new data from the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey, several ICPSR surveys and other data driven learning activities. Participants will learn about how to use the resources and adopt them in their courses. They will also be given information on how to become part of a network of faculty who will share data, classroom exercises and experiences with quantitative reasoning. Materials will be provided to assist adoption.

151. Student Forum Paper Session. Citizenship Rights, Public Policy, and Inequality
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizers: Patrick K. O’Brien, University of Colorado-Boulder
Beverly M. Pratt, University of Maryland
Presider: Beverly M. Pratt, University of Maryland
Can Housing Policy Ameliorate the Effect of Poverty on Academic Performance? Corey Bunje Bower, Vanderbilt University
Constituting Right to Associational Autonomy in Socialist Transition. Mujun Zhou, Brown University
Rules for Making Rules in U.S. Judicial Decisions Addressing Juvenile Competency to Stand Trial. April Faith-Slaker, Northwestern University
Urban Versus Rural China: Enduring Socioeconomic Inequality. Lei Harrison, University of Texas-Dallas

152. Regular Session. Conversation Analysis: Clinical and Emergency Services
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Steven E. Clayman, University of California-Los Angeles
Presider: Steven E. Clayman, University of California-Los Angeles
Calling on Behalf of a Patient: The Organization of Hotline Calls to ER. Satomi Kuroshima, National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST); Michie Kawashima, Saitama University and Tokyo Medical University

When Doctors Get it Wrong: Disbelief Display in Reported Speech. Ingrid Normann-Vigil, University of California-Los Angeles

Oh, the Anger Thing? Launching Marital Problem Discussions. Lisa Kietzer, University of California-Los Angeles

Entitlement to Service and Entitlement to Language: Calling 911 without English. Chase Wesley Raymond, University of California-Los Angeles

153. Regular Session. Disasters: Civic Engagement Opportunities and Limitations
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Tricia Wachtendorf, University of Delaware
Presider: Kathleen J. Tierney, University of Colorado-Boulder

Drawing on Social Capital Linkages: Responses to the Guinsaughon Landslide Disaster. Peter Joseph Loebach, University of Utah; Julie Stewart, University of Utah

Responding to Haiti’s Earthquake: International Volunteers’ Health Behaviors and Community Relationships. Mary Nelan, University of Delaware; Sara Elizabeth Grineski, University of Texas-El Paso

Moral Outpouring and the 2010 BP Oil Spill: Explaining Americans’ Responses to Large-scale Disasters. Justin Paul Farrell, University of Notre Dame

The Business of Reassuring People: Institutional Strategies for Framing Disaster. Nnenia Marie Campbell, University of Colorado-Boulder

154. Regular Session. Immigrant Communities/Families
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Nazli Kibria, Boston University
Presider: Nazli Kibria, Boston University
Liberians in Staten Island, New York: Continued Struggles for Refugee Families. Bernadette Ludwig, City University of New York-Graduate Center

Strength in Solidarity? The Limited Effects of Community Solidarity on Immigrant Economic Outcomes. Emily Paige Borelli, Duke University

Rethinking “Success”: The Role of Families and Communities in Second Generation Immigrants’ Transition to Adulthood. Joanna Wu, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Christy Lleras, University of Illinois

The Pursuit of Home: Constructing the “Good-Enough” Life within Immigrant Businesses. Pawan H. Dhingra, Tufts University

Discussant: Hung Cam Thai, Pomona College

155. Regular Session. International Immigration
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Ruben Hernandez-Leon, University of California-Los Angeles
Presider: Ruben Hernandez-Leon, University of California-Los Angeles

Religion and Spirituality among Second-generation Immigrants in the United States. Patricia Fernandez-Kelly, Arizona State University; Natalia Zotova, Russian Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology, Moscow, Russia; Victor Agadjanian, Arizona State University

The Plurality of the Legal Context of Reception: Central Asian Immigrant Women in Russia. Cecilia Menjivar, Arizona State University; Natalia Zotova, Russian Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology, Moscow, Russia; Victor Agadjanian, Arizona State University

White by Law, Not in Practice: Explaining Naturalization Differences between Mexican and European Immigrants, 1930. Cybelle Fox, University of California-Berkeley

156. Regular Session. Jobs, Attitudes, and Lifestyle
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Jennie E. Brand, University of California-Los Angeles
Presider: Claudia Dina Solari, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

Does Job Stress Impact Social Involvement? Findings in the Health and Retirement Study. Bettina Sonnenberg, German Institute for Economic Research, Max Planck Institute for Human Development; Jacqui Smith, University of Michigan

Operationalizing Polanyi: The Effects of Job Security on Attitudes toward Regulated Markets. Kyle John Arnone, University of California-Los Angeles

The Pleasures and Sorrows of the Standard Work Week: Temporal Constraints on Well-being. Cristobal Young, Stanford University; Chaeyoon Lim, University of Wisconsin-Madison

The Making of a Good Woman: Motherhood, Leave Entitlements and Women’s Work Attachment. Markus Gangl, J.W.Goethe-Universitaet Frankfurt am Main; Andrea Ziefle, J.W.Goethe University Frankfurt am Main

Discussant: Thomas A. DiPrete, Columbia University
157. Regular Session. Labor/Labor Movement  
Hyatt Regency Denver  
Session Organizer: Jake Rosenfeld, University of Washington  
Presider: Jake Rosenfeld, University of Washington  
Agents of Arts Trade Union Revitalization: Corporate and Entrepreneurial Generations of Nashville Arts Union Activists. Daniel B. Cornfield, Vanderbilt University  
Development and Impact of Private Equity on US Firms, Workers, and Employment Relations. Rosemary Batt, Cornell University; Eileen Appelbaum, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers; Jae Eun Lee, Cornell University  
Election Timing, Rule Changes, and the Politics of Labor Reform and the NLRB. Kate Bronfenbrenner, Cornell University; Dorian T. Warren, Columbia University  
Union Revitalization in the Building Trades. Martin Kosla, Ohio State University  
Discussant: Jake Rosenfeld, University of Washington  

158. Regular Session. Nations/Nationalism  
Colorado Convention Center  
Session Organizer: Jonathan Eastwood, Washington & Lee University  
Presider: Jonathan Eastwood, Washington & Lee University  
Creating Natural Orders: Making Race and Nation through Collection and Display of Statistics. Mara Loveman, University of Wisconsin-Madison  
From National to International to National Liberation: Lenin, Chávez and 21st Century Socialism. David A. Smilde, University of Georgia  
The Disarticulated Nation-state: Gender, Migration and Transnational Nation-building in Post-Soviet Ukraine. Cinzia Solari, University of Massachusetts-Boston  
Who Owns the Nation? Cold-War Competition over Colonial-Era Korean Migrants in Japan. Jaeeun Kim, Princeton University  
Discussant: Jonathan Eastwood, Washington & Lee University  

159. Regular Session. Political Dynamics of Climate Change  
Colorado Convention Center  
Session Organizer: Aaron M. McCright, Michigan State University  
Presider: Sandra T. Marquart-Pyatt, Michigan State University  
No Talk but Some Walk: Obama Administration Rhetoric on Climate Change and International Climate Spending. Graciela Kincaid, Brown University; J. Timmons Roberts, Brown University  
The Environmental State Re-visited: Adaptation Politics, Climate Citizenship, and Resilient Development in India. Eric K. Chu, Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
The Emerging Hypercarbon Reality, Postcarbon Utopias, and Social Change to Low Carbon Societies. Raymond J. Murphy, University of Ottawa  
Fault Lines in Global Mitigation Discourse: Comparing 16 Societies. Jeffrey Broadbent, University of Minnesota; John Sonnett, University of Mississippi; Sarah Burridge, University of Minnesota  
Discussant: Sandra T. Marquart-Pyatt, Michigan State University  

160. Regular Session. Social Psychology  
Hyatt Regency Denver  
Session Organizer: Jeffrey Chin, Le Moyne College  
Presider: Katie James, University of Georgia  
A Flair for Fashion: Professional Multicultural Experience and Creative Performance. Frederic Clement Godart, INSEAD; William Maddux, INSEAD; Andrew Shipilov, INSEAD; Adam Galinsky, Northwestern University  
A Mixed Methods Study of How Socioeconomic Status is Associated with Adolescents’ Sense of Control. Dara Renee Shifrer, University of Texas-Austin; Amy Gill Langenkamp, University of Notre Dame  
An Empirical Investigation into the Structuration of Dominant Ideology Beliefs about Economic Justice. Curtis Carl Holland, Northeastern University  
Multi-racial Families: A Test of the “Contact Hypothesis.” Marylee C. Taylor, Pennsylvania State University  

161. Regular Session. Voluntary and Nonprofit Organizations: Collaborative Dynamics  
Colorado Convention Center  
Session Organizer: Debra Minkoff, Columbia University-Barnard College  
Presider: Tim Bartley, Indiana University  
Microfoundations of Intersectoral Collaboration: The Intra-organizational Challenges of Maintaining Institutional Multiplicity. Paul-Brian McInerney, University of Illinois-Chicago  
Amphibious Civil Society? Institutions and Neighborhoods in a Field of Hybrid Community-based Organizations. Michael McQuarrie, University of California-Davis; Johannes
Hjellbrekke, University of Bergen
Analena B. Bruce, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers; Rachael Leah Shwom-Evelich, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Discussant: Tim Bartley, Indiana University

162. Section on Aging and the Life Course Paper Session. Children, Youth, and the Future of Aging (co-sponsored with the Section on Children and Youth)
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizers: Gunhild O. Hagestad, NOVA/Norwegian Social Research
Monica Kirkpatrick Johnson, Washington State University
Presider: Gunhild O. Hagestad, NOVA/Norwegian Social Research
Bundles of Norms about Teen Sex and Pregnancy. Stefanie Mollborn, University of Colorado-Boulder; Christie Sennott, University of Colorado-Boulder
Sons, Daughters, and Inter-generational Support in China. Lei Lei, State University of New York-Albany
The Implications of Educational Benefits and the Propensity for Educational Attainment in Health Research. Sean Clouston, University of Victoria; Diana Kuh, University College London; Marcus Richards, University College London; Scott Hofer, University of Victoria
Discussant: Jenifer Hamil-Luker, University of North Carolina-Greensboro

163. Section on Community and Urban Sociology Paper Session. Utopias and Rebuilding: Cities and Communities after Disaster
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Daina Cheyenne Harvey, College of the Holy Cross
Presider: Yuki Kato, Tulane University
Disaster Patriarchy and Hurricane Katrina: Seeking (Intersectional) Justice in Calamitous Times. Rachel E. Lafl, University of New Orleans
European, Ottoman, Urban: The Spatial Politics of Slippery Figurations from Sarajevo to Beirut. Ryan Centner, Tufts University
Reconstructing Hope: The Segregated Re-population of Post-Katrina New Orleans. Allison Padilla-Goodman, City University of New York-Graduate Center
We Don’t Have No Neighborhood: Advanced

164. Section on Crime, Law and Deviance Paper Session. Punishment and Penal Regimes
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizers: Aaron Kupchik, University of Delaware
Luis F. Nuño, William Paterson University
Presider: Luis F. Nuño, William Paterson University
Devolving the Carceral State. Reuben Miller, Loyola University-Chicago
Federalism and the American Penal State: A Sociological Account of Federal Interventions into Local Criminal Administration. Trevor George Gardner, University of California-Berkeley
Inequality and Punishment: A Turning Point for Mass Incarceration? Devah Pager, Princeton University; Michelle Phelps, Princeton University
The Penal Regime and American Schools: Racial Control, Economic Inequalities, and School Punishments. Katherine Irwin, University of Hawaii-Manoa; Janet Davidson, Chaminade University; Amanda Sanchez-Hall, University of Hawaii-Manoa
Discussant: Loïc Wacquant, University of California-Berkeley

165. Section on Economic Sociology Paper Session. Illegal Markets
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Jens Beckert, Max Planck Institute
Presider: Harry F. Dahms, University of Tennessee-Knoxville
Money, Morals, and Medical Marijuana Markets: Turning a Black Market Gray. Cyrus Dioun, University of California-Berkeley
A Market of Distrust and Obligation: The Micro-politics of Unofficial Payments for Hospital Care in China. Cheris Shun-ching Chan, University of Hong Kong; Zelin Yao, University of Hong Kong
The Sociology of Financial Fraud. Brooke Harrington, University of Copenhagen
Discussant: Jens Beckert, Max Planck Institute

166. Section on Global and Transnational Sociology Paper Session. Transnational
Networks
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizers: Sarah Louise Babb, Boston College
Wesley Longhofer, Emory University
Sadia Saeed, Yale University
The Limits of Transnationalism: Trapped Between Two Nations. Ernesto Castaneda, University of Texas-El Paso
Transnational Transformative Effects of Remittances: The Cuban Experience. Susan Eckstein, Boston University
Intergovernmental Organization Membership and U.S. Development Aid Flows. Lauren M. Gaydosh, Princeton University
Diffusion as Negotiation: The Relational Dynamics of How Innovations are Localized and Why They Stick. Tamara Kay, Harvard University
Does Generalized Trust Promote International Trade? Simone Polillo, University of Virginia

167. Section on History of Sociology Paper Session. Open Topic on the History of Sociology: Past, Present and Future of Sociology
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Peter Beilharz, La Trobe University
Presider: Peter Beilharz, La Trobe University
Nowhere, Now Here. Recep Erturk, Istanbul University; Tulay Kaya, Istanbul University
Reading White Historically. Yally Avrahampour, London School of Economics and Political Science
Reconsidering our Sociological Theory Pedagogy: Contending with the Time Crunch. Seth B. Abrutyn, University of Memphis

168. Section on Latino/a Sociology Paper Session. From Broken Promises to Possible Futures: Immigrant Rights in the Obama Years
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizers: Cynthia Feliciano, University of California-Irvine
Chalane E. Lechuga, University of New Mexico
Presider: Chalane E. Lechuga, University of New Mexico
Education not Deportation: Undocumented Immigrant Youth Activism in the Obama Years. Edelina M. Burciaga, University of California-Irvine
Do Undocumented Immigrants Commit More Crime? An Examination of the Utah Criminal Justice System. Charlie V. Morgan, Brigham Young University; Michele Enciso-Bendall, Brigham Young University; John P. Hoffmann, Brigham Young University
The Burden of Deportation Policies on Children in Mexican Immigrant Families. Joanna Dreby, State University of New York-Albany
Framing Strategies and Negotiations in Two Immigrant Rights Organizations in Colorado. Nicole Lambert, University of Colorado-Boulder
Discussant: Lisa M. Martinez, University of Denver

169. Section on Political Sociology Paper Session. Beyond the Nation-State: Cosmopolitanism as a Real Utopia
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Thomas Edward Janoski, University of Kentucky
Presider: Brian Gran, Case Western Reserve University
An Actor-Network Theory of Cosmopolitics. Hiro Saito, University of Hawaii-Manoa; Yoko Iida Wang, University of Hawaii-Manoa
Health and Development for All: The Role of Foreign Aid Attractiveness and INGOs. Lindsey P. Peterson, Mississippi State University
How Ordinary Cosmopolitans Practice Democracy: Multi-lingual Deliberation in Social Movements. Nicole Doerr, University of California-Irvine
Imagined Communities, Nationalism and Cosmopolitanism: A Multilevel Analysis of Macro-identity. Shiri Noy, Indiana University-Bloomington
Discussant: Thomas Edward Janoski, University of Kentucky

170. Section on Science, Knowledge and Technology Roundtable Session (one-hour).
Hyatt Regency Denver
8:30-9:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizers: Miranda R. Waggoner, Princeton University
Elizabeth Mary Sweeney, University of Cincinnati

Table 1.
Table Presider: Yoshio Nukaga, University of Tokyo
Disciplinary Boundaries and Departmental Struggles in Anthropology. Elina Maekinen, Stanford University
Progress and Fragmentation in Experimental Psychology. David Peterson, Northwestern University
The Model Systems of Sociology. Monika Christine Krause, University of London-Goldsmiths College; Michael Guggenheim, University of London-Goldsmiths College
Building an Interdisciplinary Consensus: A Comparative Case Analysis of Stem Cell Research. Yoshio Nukaga, University of Tokyo

Interdisciplinarity as a Dynamic Process in the Case of HIV/AIDS Research. Ryan A. Light, University of Oregon; Jimi Adams, Arizona State University

Table 2. Empirical Studies in the Production of Knowledge
Table Presider: Joseph C. Hermanowicz, University of Georgia
A Statistical Analysis of JSTOR Journals Using Keywords. Keith R. Johnson, Oakton Community College
Assessing the Structure of Knowledge Production through Informal Collaboration Networks: Theoretical Justification and Empirical Evidence. Patrick Park, Cornell University; Milena Tsvetkova, Cornell University
Peak Performance in Academic Science. Joseph C. Hermanowicz, University of Georgia
Scientific Failure: The Meanings of Economic Forecasts. Werner Reichmann, Independent Scholar

Table 3. Innovation, Technology, Meaning
Table Presider: Denis Trapido, University of California-Irvine
A Spin-in Model of Nanomaterials Innovation in China. Li Tang, Georgia Institute of Technology
Contesting Fidelity and Authority of Medical Space: Architectural Betrayals and Material Overcompensation in Simulation Labs. Robin Bartram, Loyola University-Chicago
Noise and the "Object" of Audio Engineering: Scientific Paradigm as Meaning Structure. Joseph Klett, Yale University
Organizing Design: The Role of Creativity and Rationality in Product Design Work and User Representation. David B. Kadanoff, University of California-San Diego
When Originality Brings Recognition: Evidence from a Technology-oriented Research Community. Denis Trapido, University of California-Irvine

Table 4. Interrogating and Contextualizing Science and Knowledge
The Feminism Question in Science. Richard F. York, University of Oregon; Shannon Elizabeth Bell, University of Kentucky; Brett Clark, North Carolina State University
An Approach to Science Education: A Lesser Known Contribution of George Herbert Mead. Michelle Lynn Edwards, Washington State University
Discourse Formation in Early American and British Sociology: The Cases of Lester Ward and Patrick Geddes. Eric Lybeck, University of Cambridge
Emotion, Hedging and Evidential Culture in Philosophical Transactions. Mikhail Teplitskiy, University of Chicago
Framing the Debate? Science, Ethics and Elephants in America. Zoe Nyssa, University of Chicago

Table 5. Medicine and Health
Table Presider: Michele Easter, Duke University
Periodizing Race and Science. Aleia Yvonne Clark, University of Maryland-College Park
Biomedicalization of Mental Illness: Biopolitical Economy and Technoscientific Infrastructure of Adolescent Mental Health Care. Amber Dawn Nelson, University of Maryland
Scientific Knowledge Production and the Creation of "Feeblemindedness": A Foucauldian Approach to the Eugenics Movement. Julie Anne Beicken, University of Texas-Austin
More Sure that I Wasn’t Choosing to Do It: Neurogenetics and Agency in Eating Disorders. Michele Easter, Duke University

Table 6. Science, Culture, Experts, Publics
Table Presider: Cecilia Rios-Aguilar, Claremont Graduate University
American Attitudes to Organ Transplants are Mainly Influenced by Scientific Worldviews. Jonathan Kelley, University of Nevada-Reno; Mariah Debra Evans, University of Nevada-Reno
Faith and Science: The Complex Nexus of Religion, Science, and Education. Samuel Hoon Kye, Rice University
Seeking Community and Networked Individualism: Exploring the Online Social Networks of Community College Students. Cecilia Rios-Aguilar, Claremont Graduate University; Manuel Gonzalez Canche, University of Arizona; Loris Fagioli, Claremont Graduate University; Regina Deil-Amen, University of Arizona
The “Political Turn” in Science: Ideology, Identity, and the Cultural Authority of
Science. **Gordon Gauchat**, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Making One Health Experts: The Formation, Reinforcement, and Transformation of Expert Communities of Avian Influenza. **Yu-Ju Chien**, University of Minnesota

**171. Section on Sex and Gender Roundtable Session (one-hour).**
**Colorado Convention Center**
8:30-9:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizers: **Rene Almeling**, Yale University  
**Marybeth C. Stalp**, University of Northern Iowa

**Table 1.**
Table Presider: **Kathryn A. Hendricks**, University of Chicago  
Dystopia in Women’s Studies History. **Lois A. West**, Independent Scholar  
Gender, Race, and Place: Thinking about the Geography of Science Achievement. **Sandra L. Hanson**, Catholic University-America  
Managing Impressions: Self Presentation Strategies Among Women in STEM Workplaces. **Jonathan Shafran**, University of California-San Diego  
The Physical Presentation of Self and Gendered Stigma in Academia. **Kathryn A. Hendricks**, University of Chicago

**Table 2. Work**
Table Presider: **Jessica Zulema Borja**, University of Chicago  
Experiencing "Invisible Work": Revisiting the Gender Liability Assumption. **Michel Antebby**, Harvard University; **Curtis Chan**, Harvard University  
Gender Disparity in Access to Hierarchical Managerial Positions in Urban China. **Zhenyu Tang**, Purdue University  
The Experiences and Strategies of Women Long-haul Truck Drivers. **Jessica Zulema Borja**, University of Chicago

**Table 3. Feminities and Masculinities**
Table Presider: **Marybeth C. Stalp**, University of Northern Iowa  
Heterosexual Femininities and Shifts in Compulsory Heterosexuality. **James Joseph Dean**, Sonoma State University  
The Global Reach of Egalitarianism: Worldwide Trends in Gender Beliefs. **Shawn Fletcher Dorius**, University of Michigan; **Duane F. Alwin**, Pennsylvania State University  
Traditional Gender Ideologies: The Impact of Christian Schools. **Shanna Corner**, University of Notre Dame  
Welcome to Womanhood! The Impact of (Trans) Gender at Work. **Jill Evelyn Yavorsky**, Ohio State University

**Table 4. Breastfeeding and Parenting**
Table Presider: **Krista Whitehead**, University of Toronto  
Pumping Milk at Work. **Elizabeth A. Hoffmann**, Purdue University  
Real Utopias or Dangerous Alternatives? Breast Milk Sharing on Line. **Krista Mary Smith Sigurdson**, University of California-San Francisco  
When and Why Do Parents Use Gendered Attribution Accounts to Explain Their Children’s Behavior? **Yuko Nakanishi**, University of California-Berkeley  
The Injustice of Infertility and the Moral Standards of Motherhood: Online Infertility Blogs and Gender Identity. **Krista Whitehead**, University of Toronto  
Governing the Divorcee’: Safety and Paranoia in State-mandated Divorce Seminars. **Moon Charania**, Tulane University

**Table 5. Violence**
Table Presider: **Mahruq Fatima Khan**, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse  
An Experimental Test of the Role of Gender Identity Threat in the Perpetration of Gender Violence. **Christin L. Munsch**, Cornell University  
Gender Violence Revisited: Lessons From Violent Victimization of Transgender Identified Individuals. **Daniela Franziska Jauk**, University of Akron  
Globalization, Violence and Social Activism among Marginalized South Asian Women. **Mahruq Fatima Khan**, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse  
Higher Education and Sexual Assault: A Fuzzy-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis of University Policy. **Lauren Michelle Stavish**, Vanderbilt University; **Minyoung Moon**, Vanderbilt University  
The Protective Effects of Women’s Neighborhood Resources on the Risk of Intimate Partner Violence. **Aubrey Lynne**
Table 6. Organizations
Table Presider: Catherine I. Bolzendahl, University of California-Irvine
Bringing Gender Back In: Institutional Logics through a Gendered Lens. Meaghan Stiman, Boston University
Should We Stay or Should We Go? Factionalism and Schism in the National Organization for Women. Kelsy Kretschmer, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
The Pinking (or Pinkwashing?) of Male-dominated Industry: A Case Study in “Corporate Social Responsibility”. Gudbjorg Linda Rafnsdottir, University of Iceland; Jill Weigt, California State University-San Marcos
Gendered Institutions: Legislative Committee Structures in Germany, Sweden and the United States. Catherine I. Bolzendahl, University of California-Irvine

Table 7. Sports and Military
Table Presider: Teri Jo Reese, Florida State University
Suspicious Looking Woman Athlete: Caster Semenya as Symbol of National Pride or Gender Fraud? Kristenne Marie Robison, Westminster College; Tre Wentling, Syracuse University
Gendered Identity Work: Motivations for Joining the Military. Teri Jo Reese, Florida State University
Changing Culture, Understanding Attitudes: Rape Myth Acceptance among Military Academy Students. Judith E. Rosenstein, United States Naval Academy; Marjorie H. Carroll, United States Military Academy

Table 8. Health, Medicine, and Sexuality
Table Presider: Danielle Denardo, University of Colorado-Boulder
Constructing AIDS as an LGBT Legal Issue. Jeff Kosbie, Northwestern University
Same-sex Cohabitation and Cigarette Smoking. Corinne Reczek, University of Cincinnati; Hui Liu, Michigan State University; Dustin C. Brown, University of Texas-Austin
Voluntary HIV Testing Behaviors: Kenyan Women Age 40-44. Danielle Denardo, University of Colorado-Boulder
Social Status, Gender Conformity, and the Discrimination-Health Link among Transgender Adults in the United States. Lisa Miller, Indiana University-Bloomington; Eric Anthony Grollman, Indiana University

Table 9. Sexualities
Table Presider: Tara Hardinge, San Jose State University
Male and Female He Created Them: Gender Traditionalism, Masculine Images of God, and Attitudes toward Homosexuality. Andrew Whitehead, Baylor University
Shared Commitments, Common Goals: New Directions in Feminist Work on Pornography. Cheryl Llewellyn, State University of New York-Stony Brook; Amanda Kennedy, State University of New York-Stony Brook

Table 10. Discrimination and Policy
Table Presider: Hatice Akca, University of South Carolina
Can Legal Policy Change Women’s Attitudes in Egypt: an Analysis of Female Genital Mutilation/Circumcision. Joanna Eisele, University of Central Florida
Gender Discrimination Policies across the Globe: Proactive Strategies as a Possible Solution to Gender Inequality. Ilana Demantas, University of Kansas
Gender, Authority Hierarchies, and Employment Discrimination against Women. Donna Bobbitt-Zeher, Ohio State University
Non-beneficiaries' Perceptions of Fairness: A Comparative Study on Gender-based Affirmative Action Programs in the Workplace. Hatice Akca, University of South Carolina

Table 11. Media and Internet
Table Presider: Christopher Scott Swader, National Research University-High School of Economics
A Paper Ceiling? Time Trends in Printed News Coverage of Women, 1880-2008. Eran Shor, McGill University; Arnout van de Rijt, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Authority and Anonymity: Gendered Differences in Magazine Headline Articles. Alian Kasabian, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Gender on Display: Visual Presentation of Gender in Online Social Networks. Krysti N. Hilton, University of California-Davis
The Male Gaze and the Abject/Abjection in Carrie. Deronta Renard Spencer, University of South Carolina
The Commodification of Intimacy? Gift-for-sex
Exchanges: Evidence from the Russian Internet and Beyond. Christopher Scott Swader, National Research University-High School of Economics

Table 12. Language and Theory
Table Presider: Kimberly G. Tauches, State University of New York-Albany
Implicit Insults and Covert Compliments: Locating and Defining Cryptosemes in Beauty Talk. Maria V. Malyk, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Teaching the Social Construction of Gender through the Use of Basic Chinese Characters. Timothy Madigan, Mansfield University; Ping Fu, Hua Zhong Normal University
Theoretical Underpinnings of Gender as Situational. Kimberly G. Tauches, State University of New York-Albany

Table 13. Masculinities
Table Presider: Jeffrey A. Ewing, University of Oregon
Masculinity as a Collective Social Accomplishment. Christabel L. Rogalin, Purdue University-North Central; Carla A. Pfeffer, Purdue University-North Central
Theoretical Perspectives on Masculinity and the Implications for Research. Elizabeth Nagel, State University of New York-Stony Brook
To the Heaven of Freedom: Black Slave Men and Bifurcated Masculine Imperatives. Jeffrey A. Ewing, University of Oregon

172. Section on Sociology of Culture Paper Session. Culture/Media
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Eleanor Townsley, Mount Holyoke College
Presider: Eleanor Townsley, Mount Holyoke College
The Public Sphere: Theoretical Resources from Media Sociology and Cultural Sociology. Ronald N. Jacobs, State University of New York-Albany
The Moon over the Eastern Hill: The Chinese Imagination and Cultural Consumption of Tibet. Fen Jennifer Lin, City University of Hong Kong
Discussant: Eleanor Townsley, Mount Holyoke College

173. Section on Sociology of Law Roundtable Session (one-hour).
Hyatt Regency Denver
8:30-9:30am, Roundtables:

Session Organizer: David John Frank, University of California-Irvine

Table 1. Sex Offenders and Sex Laws
Table Presider: Tugce Ellialti, University of Pennsylvania
A Parody of Justice: Rape Law and Gender Discrimination in the Turkish Criminal Code. Tugce Ellialti, University of Pennsylvania
Creeps, Mopes, and Hillbillies: How Prosecutors and Defense Attorneys Think about Sex Offenders. Jamie L. Small, University of Michigan
(Re)Creating Community: Sex Offender Laws in Action. Monica Williams, University of California-Davis

Table 2. Workers’ Rights, Human Rights, and Democracy
Table Presider: Matthew Donald Mathias, Emory University
Migrant Workers, Peasant Workers or Contract Workers? Xiuying Cheng, University of California-Berkeley
The Utopian Ideal of Democratic Deliberation in the Hazardous Air Pollutants Provisions of Clean Air Act. Karen Michele Hoffman, University of Puerto Rico

Table 3. Law and Justice
Table Presider: Camilo Arturo Leslie, University of Michigan
Untangling the Knotted Roots of Trustworthiness: The Case of the Stanford Financial Fraud. Camilo Arturo Leslie, University of Michigan
Should I Stay or Should I Go? Social, Legal and Economic Determinants of Strategic Default. Lindsay A. Owens, Stanford University; Karen S. Cook, Stanford University
Judicial Performance without Independence: The Delivery of Justice and Political Legitimacy in Rural China. Ethan Michelson, Indiana University; Ke Li, Indiana University-Bloomington

Table 4. Indigenous Peoples, the Elderly, and Homeless Youth
Table Presider: Pat L. Lauderdale, Arizona State University
Traditional Indigenous Restorative Practices. Pat L. Lauderdale, Arizona State University
When the Elderly Turn to Crime: Revisiting the
Age-crime Curve in an Aging Population. Naomi F Sugie, Princeton University

Homeless Children and Youth: An Examination of Legal Challenges and Directions. Yvonne M. Vissing, Salem State University

Table 5. Social Inequality and Access to the Law
Table Presider: Meera E. Deo, Thomas Jefferson School of Law
The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure: An Example of Structural Inequality. Meera E. Deo, Thomas Jefferson School of Law
Political Power, Lawyer and Legal Aid. Jin Dong, State University of New York-Buffalo
Challenging Authority: Social Status and the Authority of Local Government Officials. Shannon Portillo, George Mason University

174. Section on Sociology of Mental Health Paper Session. Issues in the Treatment of Mental Health Problems
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Teresa L. Scheid, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
Presider: Charles Thomas Walter, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Calmer on the Surface: An Organizational Study of Four Programs Designed to House the Mentally Ill. Dennis P. Watson, Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis
Gendering Affective Disorders in Direct-to-Consumer Advertisements. Jennifer Arney, Michael E. DeBakey VA Medical Center; Rose Weitz, Arizona State University
Riches and the Ritalin Romance: A Multi-variate Analysis of ADHD Treatment Rates and Socio-economic Status. Zachary Simoni, University of Alabama-Birmingham
The Pharmaceutical Revolution and the Demise of Physicians’ Resistance to Medicalization in Psychiatry. Dena Tamara Smith, Goucher College
Discussant: Teresa L. Scheid, University of North Carolina-Charlotte

Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Katharine Donato, Vanderbilt University
Presider: Katharine Donato, Vanderbilt University
Contextualizing Financial Strain in the Older Latino Population. Carlos Diaz-Venegas, University of Texas-Austin; Karl Eshbach, University of Texas-Medical Branch; Jacqueline L. Angel, University of Texas-Austin
How do Parents’ and One’s Own Education Accumulate to Shape Adult Health? Jennifer Karas Montez, Harvard University
Veteran Status, Onward and Return Migration in the All Volunteer Force Era. Amy Kate Bailey, Utah State University
Discussant: Mariano Sana, Vanderbilt University

Regional Spotlight Tour 03. Denver Local Food/Urban Agriculture
Off-site Location
Session Organizer: Michelle R. Walker, University of Colorado-Boulder
Leader: Michelle R. Walker, University of Colorado-Boulder
The local food and urban agriculture movement has taken hold in Denver, growing substantially in recent years, with a mission to transform the food system and change how individuals think about what they eat. Denver was recently rated as one of the ten best cities for local food by The Huffington Post. This regional spotlight tour showcases a few of the many innovative urban agriculture projects currently taking place in Denver, Colorado. It includes stops at two urban farms, where attendees will get a chance to walk among the gardens and hear from farmers and other local food advocates about the mission and logistics involved in these projects. Tour guides will supplement garden visits with additional information provided during the bus ride. The tour will conclude with a “local food” lunch and discussion about distributing food from agriculture projects, which will take place at a restaurant that showcases locavore cuisine. This tour is being coordinated with the assistance of Slow Food Denver, a chapter of Slow Food USA (which has over 200 chapters around the U.S.) and Grow Local Colorado, a volunteer organization with multiple civic and community partners. These organizations have been
coordinating local food tours over the last year. For more
information on these organizations, see
http://www.slowfooddenver.org and

9:30 am Meetings
Section on Science, Knowledge and Technology
Business Meeting – Hyatt Regency Denver
Section on Sex and Gender Business Meeting –
Colorado Convention Center
Section on Sociology of Law Business Meeting –
Hyatt Regency Denver

10:30 am Meetings
2013 Distinguished Career Award for the Practice of
Sociology Award Selection Committee – Hyatt
Regency Denver
Student Forum Advisory Panel – Colorado
Convention Center

10:30 am Sessions
177. Real Utopia Proposal Session. Practical
Anarchism in Networked Societies
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Yochai Benkler, Harvard
University
Panelist: Yochai Benkler, Harvard University
Discussant: Eben Moglen, Columbia University

The networked information economy is typified by radical
decentralization of the core capital inputs into the highest-added-
value economic activities of the most advanced economies.
Computation, communications, storage, and sensing are widely
distributed in the population of the wealthier economies, and in
gradually growing parts of the middle classes of less wealthy
economies; while human insight, knowledge, inventiveness, and
creativity have always been individually embodied. As a result,
effective decentralized cooperation relying on neither the state nor
hierarchical firms has become an increasingly significant and
reliable form of selforganized action. Wikipedia we all know. But
user-owned wifi networks, free software, and distributed
storage/server models are providing examples of self-organized
production of basic infrastructure. Decentralized finance suggests
shades of Proudohn's bank. The networked fourth estate suggests
implications about the production of basic infrastructure. Decentralized finance suggests
shades of Proudohn's bank. The networked fourth estate suggests
implications about the production of basic infrastructure. Decentralized finance suggests
straints within the context of localism and the numerous new movements aimed at localization.

178. Real Utopia Proposal Session. Reviving
Democratic Citizenship
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Bruce Ackerman, Yale University
Panelist: Bruce Ackerman, Yale University
Discussant: John Gastil, Pennsylvania State
University

Many of our inherited civic institutions are dead or dying.
Besides the formal act of voting, the most significant act of
citizenship is to show your passport at the border, and thereby gain
re-admission to the country. But it is quite possible to live in
America today without regularly dealing with others as fellow
citizens – fellow workers or professionals, yes; fellow religionists,
yes; but fellow citizens, focusing on our common predicament as
Americans? The “citizenship agenda” aims to create new
sociological contexts for the exercise of meaningful citizenship in
ordinary life. This is the unifying theme of a series of books:
Voting with Dollars (with Ian Ayres), granting each voter 50
“democracy dollars” to give to his favorite candidate or political
party, Deliberation Day (with James Fishkin) proposing a new
national holiday before each election at which citizens deliberate
on the merits of rival candidates, and The Decline and Fall of the
American Republic, proposing a system of electronic
cashvouchers to rejuvenate professional journalism in the age of
the internet. I will be emphasizing the synergistic relationships
between these initiatives.

179. Thematic Session. Alternative Currencies:
Economic Empowerment and Community
Building from the Grassroots
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Ed Collom, University of
Southern Maine
Presider: Ed Collom, University of Southern Maine
Alternative Currencies in the Context of Localist
Movements. David J. Hess, Vanderbilt
University
Equal Time, Equal Value: Building Healthier
Communities through Time Banking. Ed Collom,
University of Southern Maine; Judith N. Lasker,
Lehigh University; Corinne Kyriacou, Hofstra
University
From the Ground Up: Organizing and Sustaining
Local Currencies. Adam Alleman, Denver Metro
Community Exchange; Laura Denman,
SkillShare
In communities across the globe, activists are creating their
own local currencies or non-cash exchange networks as an
alternative to national currencies. These “do-it-yourself” groups
are established with the intention of making goods and services
more accessible and building social capital. Some are politically
radical and advocated as alternatives to capitalism. This session
begins by identifying the major forms of contemporary local
currencies and situating such alternatives within the context of
localism and the numerous new movements aimed at localization.
Next, empirical evidence from three U.S. time banks will be
presented in an exploration of participant motivations, exchanges
occurring within these networks, and participant outcomes.
Finally, Denver-area local currency coordinators will provide
details of day-to-day operations and discuss the challenges of
organizing and sustaining these systems. Implications about the
extent to which these projects can be seen as emancipatory and
paving the way for greater change will be discussed.

180. Thematic Session. Real Utopian Childhods
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Karin A. Martin, University of
Michigan
Presider: Karin A. Martin, University of Michigan
Panelists: Allison Pugh, University of Virginia
Karyn Lacy, University of Michigan
Emily W. Kane, Bates College
This session will explore the everyday social lives of children
with a particular focus on how economic, racial, and gendered
institutions shape children’s everyday lives. If we understand
children as social actors in their own right, and not beings in the
process of becoming, how might this further elaborate our
understandings of possible real utopias for childhood?
181. Thematic Session. Religion and Stratification (co-sponsored with Association for the Sociology of Religion)

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Roger Finke, Pennsylvania State University
Presider: Laurence Iannaccone, Chapman University


Religion and the Creation of a Latino Middle Class. Lisa A. Keister, Duke University

Are Evangelical Protestants Lower Class? An Age-Period-Cohort Period Analysis of White Americans’ Social Class. Philip Schwadel, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

The intersection of religion and stratification was once central to early sociological thought and practice, with Karl Marx writing about religion as an ideology of exploitation and Max Weber discussing three class based systems of religious meaning. In recent years, with minor exceptions, it represents an almost pure vacuum in scholarship. This session addresses this void by exploring how both religious institutions and personal religiosity impact status attainment.

182. Thematic Session. Utopia and the Future of the Family

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Judith Treas, University of California-Irvine
Presider: Judith Treas, University of California-Irvine

Changing Counts, Counting Change: Toward a More Inclusive Definition of Family. Brian Powell, Indiana University


Sociologists have made important contributions to our understanding of the impediments to achieving a family life that promotes equality and inclusivity, balances the needs of home and workplace, and sustains meaningful relations over the life course. Although there is general agreement on these utopian goals, our often myopic attention to what is wrong with contemporary families has stymied pro-active thinking: What concrete transformations are underway to bring about meaningful family change? This session emphasizes “translational science.” The session invites a cast of distinguished sociologists to build on what is known about families in order to identify public policies, cultural schema, economic conditions, and other factors that can and must change in order for families to change for the better. Necessarily, the panelists’ analyses will incorporate multi-level insights, cross-national comparisons, and description of trends and emerging developments in multiple domains, ranging from new cultural definitions of family to policy experiments improving work-family integration.

183. Special Session. Importance of Federally Supported Interdisciplinary Research

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Brad Smith, American Sociological Association
Presider: Brad Smith, American Sociological Association
Panelists: Robert Kaplan, National Institutes of Health Office of Behavioral and Social Science Research
Fred Block, University of California-Davis

This session will examine the policy implications of federally funded research. In particular the session will focus NIH’s support for social and behavioral science and the past successes and future vision of the Office of Behavioral and Social Science research (OBSSR). In addition, the panelists will speak about the long-term economic benefits of federally supported research, especially multi-discipline research.


Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Lauren Krivo, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Author: Arne L. Kalleberg, University of North Carolina
Presider: Patricia A. Roos, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Critics: Pierrette Hondagneu-Sotelo, University of Southern California
Melvin L. Oliver, University of California-Santa Barbara
Teresa A. Sullivan, University of Virginia

The economic boom of the 1990s veiled a grim reality: in addition to the growing gap between rich and poor, the gap between good and bad quality jobs was also expanding. The postwar prosperity of the mid-twentieth century enabled millions of American workers to join the middle class, but as author Arne L. Kalleberg shows, by the 1970s this upward movement had slowed, in part due to the steady disappearance of secure, well-paying industrial jobs. Ever since, precarious employment has been on the rise—paying low wages, offering few benefits, and with virtually no long-term security. Good Jobs, Bad Jobs traces this trend to large-scale transformations in the American labor market and the changing demographics of low-wage workers. Kalleberg draws on nearly four decades of survey data, as well as his own research, to evaluate trends in U.S. job quality and suggest ways to improve American labor market practices and social policies.

Good Jobs, Bad Jobs deftly shows that the decline in U.S. job quality is not the result of fluctuations in the business cycle, but rather the result of economic restructuring and the disappearance of institutional protections for workers. Kalleberg demonstrates that building a better safety net—increasing government responsibility for worker health care and retirement, as well as strengthening unions—can go a long way toward redressing the effects of today’s volatile labor market. Only government, employers and labor working together on long-term strategies—including an expanded safety net, strengthened legal protections, and better training opportunities—can help reverse this trend.
185. Regional Spotlight Session. Resourcing Coalitions: Problems and Pitfalls

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizers: Hava Rachel Gordon, University of Denver  
Lisa M. Martinez, University of Denver  
Nancy Reichman, University of Denver  
Presider: Lisa M. Martinez, University of Denver  
Panelists: Lisa Duran, Rights for All People  
Jason McKain, Colorado Progressive Coalition  
Discussant: Hava Rachel Gordon, University of Denver

How do organizations maintain their grassroots character in the face of the mounting need for resources such as funding and media attention? Invited panelists will share insights about the work they do in Denver communities, and address the problems and pitfalls of operating in a context of limited resources.

186. Departmental Management and Leadership Workshop. Implementing Curricular Changes to Better Prepare Graduate Students for Positions in Applied Settings

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: Augusto Diana, Department of Health and Human Services  
Leader: Augusto Diana, Department of Health and Human Services  
Panelists: Angela A Aidala, Columbia University  
Michael S. Fleischer, Organizational Dynamics Consulting  
Harry Perlstadt, Michigan State University  
Michael I Hirsch, Huston Tillotson University

This workshop will bring together sociologists from academia, applied programs and professional associations affiliated with or apart from universities, and the world of sociological practice outside the university. Topics to be covered and panelists who will participate are included below: Angela Aidala, Columbia University, will discuss applied programs affiliated with universities and interdisciplinary programs, which exist at many academic institutions - criminal justice, law, policy and society, socio-medical sciences and health sciences, to name a few – as well as some examples of research centers affiliated with universities. These centers and programs have a focus on applied and policy-oriented training and research, addressing the needs of students who are overwhelmingly oriented to careers outside academia. Mike Fleischer, Organizational Dynamics Consulting, and Harry Perlstadt, Michigan State University, will discuss applied programs housed at universities which seek to build career skills in sociology majors. These programs may seek accreditation from the Commission on the Accreditation of Programs in Applied and Clinical Sociology (CAPACS) to offer some status recognition for their universities and their graduates. Specifics of the accreditation process and information about the types of offerings of these programs provide will be presented. Finally, Augie Diana, National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) and Mike Hirsch, Huston-Tillotson University, will discuss professional associations that foster critical thinking and work opportunities outside academia. Specifically, panelists will present information about the Association for Applied and Clinical Sociology (AACS) and Sociological Practice and Public Sociology (SPPS) Section of ASA which are in the forefront of such efforts.

187. Professional Development Workshop. ASA

Editors Offer Insights and Advice on Writing and Submitting Articles

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: Holly J. McCanmon, Vanderbilt University  
Leader: Holly J. McCanmon, Vanderbilt University  
Panelists: David B. Bills, University of Iowa  
Karen A. Hegtvedt, Emory University  
Tim Futing Liao, University of Illinois  
Debra Umberson, University of Texas

ASA editors from a variety of ASA journals will provide insights and advice on publishing in scholarly journals, including preparing manuscripts for submission, selecting a journal, responding to revise and resubmit decisions, and deciding what to do if your paper is rejected. The workshop will provide opportunity for audience members to ask the editors questions about publishing.

188. Teaching Workshop. Teaching Theory: Creative Approaches to an Essential Topic

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Natalia Ruiz-Junco, American University  
Leader: Natalia Ruiz-Junco, American University  
Panelists: Jill Niebrugge-Brantley, American University  
Randall Collins, University of Pennsylvania  
Patricia Madoo Lengermann, George Washington University

The first part of this workshop will be devoted to a discussion of why theory is essential to sociologists. We will answer the question: What makes theory an essential topic? Rather than assuming that it is, the workshop will focus on why and how theory is essential to sociological pedagogy and the sociological endeavor generally. The second part of the workshop will revolve around creative ways in the teaching and learning of sociological theory. We will focus on the question: What techniques are effective in the teaching and learning of theory at different levels of instruction? This workshop will conclude with some reflections on the present and future of theory in the sociology curriculum.

189. Regular Session. Biosociology/Biosocial Interaction

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: Colter Mitchell, Princeton University  
Presider: Colter Mitchell, Princeton University  
Childhood Abuse and Metabolic Syndrome: Sleep Quality and Eating Behaviors as Mediators. Chioun Lee, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers

Does Marriage Lower Biological Risk among Older Adults? Michael Jason McFarland, University of Texas-Austin; Mark D. Hayward, University of Texas-Austin; Dustin C. Brown, University of Texas-Austin

Genetic Antecedents to Environmental Sensitivity: 5HTT, Smoking, and Alcohol Consumption. Jonathan K. Daw, University of Colorado-Boulder; Michael J. Shanahan, University of Colorado-Boulder;
North Carolina-Chapel Hill; Andrew Smolen, University of Colorado; Jason D. Boardman, University of Colorado
Neighborhood Effects, Genetic Variations, and Adult Antisocial Behavior: A Bio-social Perspective. Man Kit Lei, University of Georgia; Mary Elizabeth Bond Edmonson, University of Georgia
Discussant: Bridget Goosby, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

190. Regular Session. Deviance and Social Control 1
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Kevin M. Drakulich, Northeastern University
Presider: Kevin M. Drakulich, Northeastern University
Doing the Right Thing: The Imagination of Desistance. Michaela Sayer, University of Chicago
Affiliation, Identity, and Criminalization: Tracing the Cultural Links between Prison and High-Incarceration Chicano/a Communities. Patrick Anthony Lopez-Aguado, University of California-Santa Barbara
Brokering Delinquent Networks: Spanning the Micro-Macro Divide in Delinquency Research. Christopher Bryce Keenan, Ohio State University
Revisiting Hirschi’s Social Control Theory: Examining Social Bonds and Delinquent Behavior among Youth. Karen A. Snedker, Seattle Pacific University; Erin R. Powers, University of Washington

191. Regular Session. Gender and Work in Comparative Perspective
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Claudia Geist, University of Utah
Presider: Brian Joseph Gillespie, University of California-Irvine
Class versus Gender Equality? Gender-class Wage Gaps in Three Liberal Markets. Lynn Prince Cooke, University of Surrey
Mapping Gender Ideologies Globally: Gender Attitudes in 63 Countries. Xiaoling Shu, University of California-Davis
National Work Orientation and Work-to-Nonwork Interference: Evidence from 31 Nations. Leah E. Ruppanner, University of Hawai‘i-Hilo; David J. Maune, University of Cincinnati
The Gender Gap in Perceived Job Insecurity in Comparative Perspective. Andrew S. Fullerton, Oklahoma State University; Jeffrey C. Dixon, College of the Holy Cross; Dwanna Lynn Robertson, University of Massachusetts
Work-family Policies and Mothers’ Employment Hours Cross-nationally. Irene S. Boeckmann, University of Massachusetts-Amherst; Joya Misra, University of Massachusetts; Michelle J. Budig, University of Massachusetts
Discussant: Catherine I. Bolzendahl, University of California-Irvine

192. Regular Session. Immigration and Gender
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Veronica Terrizque, University of Southern California
Presider: Sandra Florian, University of Southern California
Economic Incorporation, Civic Inclusion, and Social Ties: Plans to Return Home among Immigrant Women in Russia. Victor Agadjanian, Arizona State University; Evgenia Gorina, Arizona State University
Gender, Power, and Household Migration Decisions. Jenna Nobles, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Christopher McKelvey, University of Wisconsin-Madison
The Effects of Gendered Networks on U.S. Migration: A Comparison of 4 Latin American Countries. Jessica Eva Jensen, University of California-Davis; Sandra M. Way, New Mexico State University; C. Alison Newby, New Mexico State University
Mothers, Migrants and Markets: Rethinking the Link between Motherhood and Work in the Global Economy. Christy M. Glass, Utah State University; Susan E. Mannon, Utah State University; Peggy Petrzelka, Utah State University
Discussant: Sara R. Curran, University of Washington

193. Regular Session. International and Environmental Aspects in Criminology
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Karen F. Parker, University of Delaware
Presider: William Alex Pridemore, Indiana University
The Effect of Poverty and Social Protection on National Homicide Rates: Direct and Moderating Effects. Meghan L Rogers, Indiana University; William Alex Pridemore, Indiana University
Micro- and Macro-environment Population and the Consequences for Crime Rates. John R. Hipp, University of California-Irvine; Aaron Roussell, University of California-Irvine
Spatial Inequality and Neighborhood Effects on Youth’s Risky Behavior and Delinquency. Corina Graif, Harvard University
Does Spending Time in Public Settings Contribute to the Adolescent Risk of Violent Victimization?  
Jukka Savolainen, University of Nebraska-Omaha; Richard B. Felson, Pennsylvania State University; Mark Berg, Indiana University; Noora Ellonen, The Police College of Finland

194. Regula Session. Political Culture  
Colorado Convention Center  
Session Organizer: Nicola K. Beisel, Northwestern University  
Presider: Thomas Matthew Medvetz, University of California-San Diego  
Justifying State Action: Modes of Justice in Early British Welfare Debates, 1906-1911. Michael J. Strand, University of Notre Dame  
Reconstituting Race: Cultural Mechanisms in Educational Segregation, 1865-1905. Christi M. Smith, Indiana University  
The Structure of Belief Systems: Ideology and Network Centrality. Andrei G. Boutyline, University of California-Berkeley; Stephen Vaisey, Duke University  
Discussant: Thomas Matthew Medvetz, University of California-San Diego

195. Regular Session. Poverty  
Colorado Convention Center  
Session Organizer: Maureen Waller, Cornell University  
Presider: Maureen Waller, Cornell University  
Building Distrust: Low-income Mothers' Skepticism in the Welfare Reform Era. Judith A. Levine, Temple University  
Counting the Poor with Competing Poverty Measures. Diana M. Pearce, University of Washington  
The Effects of Eviction on Poor Mothers. Matthew Desmond, Harvard University; Rachel Tolbert Kimbro, Rice University  
Economic Development and Gender Equality: Explaining Variations in the Gender Poverty Gap after Socialism. Eva Fodor, Central European University; Daniel Horn, Eötvös Loránd University  
Discussant: Julien Teitler, Columbia University

196. Regular Session. Social Psychology: Identity Theory  
Hyatt Regency Denver  
Session Organizer: Jeffrey Chin, Le Moyne College  
Presider: Cardell K. Jacobson, Brigham Young University  
Duration of Enactment versus Time in Role: Two Notions of Time and Role Identity Salience. Jason Blind, Indiana University  
Group Identity Salience: Implications for Status. Amy Baxter, University of Maryland; Jeffrey W. Lucas, University of Maryland-College Park  
Identity Theory and Social Identity Theory: An Empirical Examination. Stephen D. Mullet, Kent State University; Richard T. Serpe, Kent State University; Sheldon Stryker, Indiana University  
Tightness of Control of Identity and its Effects on Negative Emotion After Non-verification. Allison Cantwell, University of California-Riverside

197. Regular Session. Unemployment and Labor Market Inequality  
Colorado Convention Center  
Session Organizer: Jennie E. Brand, University of California-Los Angeles  
Presider: Elisabeth Julia Simon Thomas, University of California-Los Angeles  
Fat and Mean? A New Perspective on Downsizing Using EEO-1 Data. Matissa Hollister, Dartmouth College  
The Career Disadvantage of Unemployment: Cumulating, Persisting or Accelerating? Irma Mooi-Reci, Free University Amsterdam; Anna Manzoni, North Carolina State University; Cees Elzinga, VU University  
Does Veteran Status Have a Structural Effect on Earnings? Daniel Joseph Della Posta, Cornell University  
Discussant: Leslie McCall, Northwestern University

198. Section on Children and Youth Invited Session. Children, Youth and Life: What Has Age Got to Do With It? (co-sponsored with Section on Aging and the Life Course)  
Colorado Convention Center  
Session Organizers: Loretta Bass, University of Oklahoma; Richard A. Settersten, Jr., Oregon State University  
Presider: Loretta Bass, University of Oklahoma  
The Social Reconstruction of Age: Precarious Identities and Enactments of Age-graded Social Roles. Phyllis Moen, University of Minnesota; Jeylan T. Mortimer, University of Minnesota  
What has Generation Got to Do With It? Jens Qvortrup, Norwegian University of Science and Technology  
Sociology is Missing an Age: Some Comments on Age, Socialization, Primary Groups, and Life Course. Gerald Handel, City University of New York
York-City College and Graduate Center
The Deepening Entanglements between Social and Commercial Meanings of Age and Age Categories: The Case of American Childhood and Youth. Daniel Thomas Cook, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Discussant: Glen H. Elder, University of North Carolina

199. Section on Community and Urban Sociology Invited Session. Utopia or Dystopia? Comparing Cities in the Global North/Global South
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Sharon Zukin, City University of New York-Brooklyn College and Graduate Center
Presider: Sharon Zukin, City University of New York-Brooklyn College and Graduate Center
Panelists: Walter Imilan, University of Chile
Sujata Patel, University of Pune
Bryan Rees Roberts, University of Texas-Austin
AbdouMaliq Simone, University of London-Goldsmiths College

200. Section on Economic Sociology Paper Session. Transfer or Transformation? The Movement of Knowledge Across Contexts
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Natasha N Iskander, New York University
Presider: Natasha N Iskander, New York University
Between the Low Road and the High Road: Logics of Valorization and Regimes of Lean Production. Matt Vidal, University of London-King's College
Reversing the Brain Drain? Skilled Returnees as Brokers of International Knowledge Transfer. Dan Wang, Stanford University
Transmitting Material Information through Ethnic Networks. Christopher B. Yenkey, University of Chicago

201. Section on History of Sociology Paper Session (one-hour). Open Topic
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Uri Ram, Ben-Gurion University
Presider: Uri Ram, Ben-Gurion University
Inventing the Axial Age: The Origins and Uses of an Historical Concept. John C. Torpey, City University of New York-Graduate Center; John D. Boy, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Sociology Alla Turca: Turkish Sociology and the East-West Gaze. Susan Pearce, East Carolina University
Towards a Genealogy of Contemporary Institutional Theory. John W. Mohr, University of California-Santa Barbara

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Bruce K. Friesen, University of Tampa

Table 1.
Sex and Gender. Barbara Gurr, University of Connecticut; Nancy A. Naples, University of Connecticut
Aging and the Life Course. Robin Shura, Hiram College
Racial and Ethnic Minorities. James Michael Thomas, University of Missouri-Columbia; David L. Brunsma, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Asia/Asian America. Mary Yu Danico, California State Polytechnic University-Pomona; Phi Hong Su, University of California-Los Angeles
Latino/a Sociology. Rogelio Saenz, University of Texas-San Antonio; Karen Munges Douglas, Sam Houston State University; Maria Cristina Morales, University of Texas-El Paso
Sociology of Mental Health. Giedre Baltrušaitytė, Vytautas Magnus University-Lithuania
Discussant: Manisha Desai, University of Connecticut

Table 2.
Children and Youth. Brian Gran, Case Western Reserve University
Race, Gender, and Class. Mary Romero, Arizona State University
Sociology of Sexualities. Mary Bernstein, University of Connecticut
Animals and Society. John Sanbonmatsu, Worcester Polytechnic Institute; Victoria L. Johnson, University of Missouri-Columbia
Disability and Society. Jean Lynch, Miami University
Medical Sociology. Susan W. Hinze, Case Western Reserve University
Discussant: Linda C. Majka, University of Dayton

Table 3.
Crime, Law, and Deviance. Joachim J. Savelsberg, University of Minnesota
Sociology of Education. Peter McLaren, Nathalia Jaramillo, Purdue University; Jean Ryoo, University of California-Los Angeles
Family. Angela J. Hattery, Wake Forest University; Earl Smith, Wake Forest University
Organizations, Work and Occupation. J. Kenneth Benson, University of Missouri-Columbia
Sociology of Culture. Mark D. Jacobs, George Mason University; Lester R. Kurtz, George Mason University
Discussant: Bruce K. Friesen, University of Tampa

Table 4.
Science, Knowledge and Technology. Jennifer L. Croissant, University of Arizona
Communication and Information. Diana Papademas, State University of New York-Old Westbury
Sociology of Law. Christopher Nigel Roberts, University of Minnesota
Sociology of Religion. David V Brewington, Emory University
Economic Sociology. Clarence Y.H. Lo, University of Missouri-Columbia
Community/Urban. Ken Neubeck, University of Connecticut
Discussant: Alicia Juskewycz, Princeton University

Table 5.
Environment and Technology. J. Steven Picou, University of South Alabama; Francis O. Adeola, University of New Orleans
Sociology of Population. Jennifer M. Santos-Hernandez, University of Delaware
Collective Behavior/Social Movements. Lyndi N. Hewitt, Hofstra University
Alcohol, Drugs and Tobacco. Jennifer Bronson, Howard University
Rationality and Society. Valeska P. Korff, University of Groningen; Rafael P.M. Wittek, University of Groningen
Peace, War, and Social Conflict. Nader Saiedi, Carleton College
Discussant: Judith Blau, University of North Carolina

Table 6.
International Migration. Tanya Maria Golash-Boza, University of Kansas
Labor and Labor Movements. Hector L. Delgado, University of La Verne
Evolution, Biology, and Sociology. Rosemary L. Hopcroft, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
History of Sociology. J. I. Hans Bakker, University of Guelph
Theory. Elizabeth Gill, Randolph-Macon College
Discussant: Silvia Dominguez, Northeastern University

Table 7.
Political Sociology. Thomas Edward Janoski, University of Kentucky; Matthew DeMichele, University of Kentucky
Marxist Sociology. David Fasenfest, Wayne State University
Political Economy and World Systems. Jeremy Hein, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Comparative/Historical Sociology. Benita Roth, State University of New York-Binghamton University; Jean Quataert, State University of New York-Binghamton University
Methodology. Amir B Marvasti, Pennsylvania State University-Altoona; Karyn D. McKinney Marvasti, Pennsylvania State University-Altoona
Mathematical Sociology. Guillermina Jasso, New York University
Discussant: LaDawn Haglund, Arizona State University

Table 8.
Social Psychology. Matthew Andersson, University of Iowa
Sociology of Emotions. Ann Branaman, Florida Atlantic University
Ethnomethodology. Peter Eglin, Sociological Practice. Jan Marie Fritz, University of Cincinnati
Teaching and Learning. Corey Dolgon, Stonehill College
Discussant: Andrea D. Miller, Webster University
Session Organizer: Bruce K. Friesen, University of Tampa
Discussant: Saskia Sassen, Columbia University

203. Section on Latino/a Sociology Paper Session. Latina/o Gender and Sexual Lives: New Insights, Conversations, and Research Directions (co-sponsored with Section on Sex and Gender)

Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizers: Lorena Garcia, University of Illinois-Chicago
Maura I. Toro-Morn, Illinois State University
Presider: Lorena Garcia, University of Illinois-Chicago

Rethinking Latina Youth Sexualities: Intersections of Gender, Class, and Culture. Emily S. Mann, San Francisco State University

Grow Your Hair Out: Chicano Gang Recovery through Masculinity and the Body. Edward Orozco Flores, Loyola University-Chicago

Discussant: Katie Linette Acosta, Tulane University

204. Section on Mathematical Sociology Paper Session (one-hour). Models and Model Adequacy

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Carter T. Butts, University of California-Irvine

Comparing Recursive and 2-step Measures of Centrality and Power. Zachary Neal, Michigan State University


Using Luminosity as a Proxy for Economic Statistics: New Results and Estimates of Precision. Xi Chen, Quinnipiac University

205. Section on Political Sociology Invited Session. Is There a Politics of Law or a Legality of Politics?

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizers: John Skrentny, University of California-San Diego

Robin Stryker, University of Arizona

Presider: John Skrentny, University of California-San Diego

Panelists: Edwin Amenta, University of California-Irvine

Mounira Maya Charrad, University of Texas-Austin

Terence C. Halliday, American Bar Foundation

Joachim J. Savelsberg, University of Minnesota

206. Section on Science, Knowledge and Technology Paper Session. Utopian Knowledge? Critical Studies of Interdisciplinarity

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizers: Mathieu Albert, University of Toronto

Scott Frickel, Washington State University

Presider: Mathieu Albert, University of Toronto

Interdisciplinarity in Practice: A Case of a Nanotechnology Research Center. Sarah Kaplan, University of Toronto; Jonathan Milde, Boston Consulting Group; Ruth Schwartz Cowan, University of Pennsylvania

Interdisciplinarity in Recently Founded Academic Journals. Jerry A. Jacobs, University of Pennsylvania; Rebecca Henderson, University of Pennsylvania

Interdisciplinarity’s Impact. Erin Leahey, University of Arizona; Christine M. Beckman, University of California-Irvine

Local Knowledge Ecologies, "Supple" Objects, and Priorities in Women's and Gender Studies. Christine Virginia Wood, Northwestern University

Persistence among Interdisciplinary Social Sciences: A Longitudinal Comparison. Scott Frickel, Washington State University; Ali Ogulcan Ilhan, Washington State University

207. Section on Sex and Gender Paper Session. Competing Rights: The New Politics of Gendered and Sexual Intimacy

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizers: Melanie Heath, McMaster University

Alison R Moss, University of Illinois-Chicago

Presider: Alison R Moss, University of Illinois-Chicago


Ideal versus Reality: Married Men’s Attitudes Toward Stay-at-home and Working Wives. Gayle Kaufman, Davidson College; Damian White, Davidson College

The Girlfriend Experience, Transnational: Class, Intimacy, and Mobility in the Sex Industry. Megan Rivers-Moore, University of Toronto


Discussant: Melanie Heath, McMaster University

208. Section on Social Psychology Paper Session. Social Psychology and Inequality

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizers: Richard T. Serpe, Kent State University

Will Kalkhoff, Kent State University

Kristen Marcussen, Kent State University

Presider: Will Kalkhoff, Kent State University

A Social Psychological Perspective of Racial/Ethnic Inequality in Wealth. Krysta Mossakowski, University of Hawaii-Manoa

Regional Differences in Adolescents’ Locus of Control: Social Disadvantage or Cultural
Exceptionalism? Dara Renee Shifrer, University of Texas-Austin; April M. Sutton, University of Texas-Austin

The Effects of Intergenerational Occupational Mobility on Justice Perspectives toward Inequality in America. Corinne Ong, University of North Texas

The Impact of Local Black Residents’ Socioeconomic Status on White Residents’ Racial Views. Adriana Marie Reyes, Pennsylvania State University; Marylee C. Taylor, Pennsylvania State University

Discussant: Joseph C Dippong, Kent State University

Table 2. Mental Health of Asians and Asian Americans
Table Presider: Wei Zhang, University of Hawaii-Manoa

English Proficiency and Psychological Distress among Latinos and Asian Americans. Wei Zhang, University of Hawaii-Manoa; Seunghye Hong, University of Hawaii-Manoa; David T. Takeuchi, University of Washington

Characteristics of the Chinese Rural Young Suicides by Pesticides. Jie Zhang, State University of New York-Buffalo; Eric Yang Liu, State University of New York-Buffalo

Psychological Distress in Post-reform Urban China. Jia Wang, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology; Yu Xie, University of Michigan

209. Section on Sociology of Law Paper Session. Macro Approaches to Law, Human Rights, and the State

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: David John Frank, University of California-Irvine

Presider: David John Frank, University of California-Irvine

Global Policy Diffusion in the Context of Conflicting Institutional Forces: The Case of Abortion Laws. Elizabeth Heger Boyle, University of Minnesota; Minzee Kim, University of Minnesota; Wesley Longhofer, Emory University

Gender Violence during Warfare: The Case of Darfur. Gabrielle Ann Ferrales, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities; Suzy Maves McElrath, University of Minnesota

Instruments of Self-destruction: A Socio-legal Examination of Different Rights to Die. Meredith Martin Rountree, American Bar Foundation

Dangerous Diffusion: Global Trends in Counterterrorism After 9/11. Stephen Smith Cody, University of California-Berkeley

Discussant: Matthias Koenig, University of Goettingen

210. Section on Sociology of Mental Health Roundtable Session (one-hour).

Hyatt Regency Denver

10:30-11:30am, Roundtables:

Session Organizer: Anastasia S. Vogt Yuan, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Table 1.
Table Presider: Deidre L. Redmond, Indiana University

Adult Child Life Problems and Middle-aged Parents’ Life Satisfaction. Deidre L. Redmond, Indiana University

The Mental Health Implications of Unmet Parenting Efficacy Expectations. Christi Lynn Gross, Kent State University; Kristen Marcussen, Kent State University; Kristin Mickelson, Kent State University

Migration Status, Family Proximity, and Depression in Mexican American Elders. Kate Cartwright, Emory University

Table 2. Mental Health of Asians and Asian Americans
Table Presider: Wei Zhang, University of Hawaii-Manoa

English Proficiency and Psychological Distress among Latinos and Asian Americans. Wei Zhang, University of Hawaii-Manoa; Seunghye Hong, University of Hawaii-Manoa; David T. Takeuchi, University of Washington

Characteristics of the Chinese Rural Young Suicides by Pesticides. Jie Zhang, State University of New York-Buffalo; Eric Yang Liu, State University of New York-Buffalo

Psychological Distress in Post-reform Urban China. Jia Wang, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology; Yu Xie, University of Michigan

Table 3. Stigma, Providers, and Treatment
Table Presider: Sandy Sulzer, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

Stigma in the Borderline Personality Disorder Diagnosis: The Making of Lemonade? Sandy Sulzer, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill


Table 4. Work, the Economy, and Mental Health
Table Presider: Paul Glavin, University of Toronto

The Consequences of Job Insecurity and Job Degradation for the Sense of Personal Control. Paul Glavin, University of Toronto

Drinking in the Age of the Great Recession. Judith A. Richman, University of Illinois-Chicago; Kathleen M. Rospenda, University of Illinois-Chicago; Young Ilk Cho, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Ganga Vijayasira, University of Illinois-Chicago; Lea Cloninger, University of Illinois-Chicago; Jennifer Wolff, University of Illinois-Chicago
Table 5. Stress and Buffering
Table Presider: Susan Roxburgh, Kent State University
Distress and Racial Discrimination among Blacks: Gender Differences in Buffering Role of Support and Coping. Susan Roxburgh, Kent State University; Kelly Rhea MacArthur, Kent State University
The Relationship between Psychological Distress and Health Insurance Status for U.S. Adults Aged 18-64 Years. Brian W. Ward, National Center for Health Statistics; Michael E. Martinez, National Center for Health Statistics

211. Section on Sociology of Population Paper Session. Demographic Approaches to Inequalities and Disparities
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: John Iceland, Pennsylvania State University
Presider: Michael D.M. Bader, American University
Assimilation, Schooling, and Context. Michael J. White, Brown University
Discrete Choice Analysis of the Intergenerational Transmission of Neighborhood Racial Composition. Pat Rubio Goldsmith, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; William Velez, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Maureen Pylman, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Family Structure and Young Adult Poverty during the Great Recession. Sheela Kennedy, University of Minnesota; Christopher Wimer, Stanford University
Discussant: Matthew Hall, University of Illinois

212. Section on Teaching and Learning in Sociology Paper Session. Teaching the Unspeaking
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Elizabeth Grauerholz, University of Central Florida
Breaking the Silence: Bringing Animals into the Sociology Dialogue and Classroom. Nicole Lynne Owens, University of Central Florida; Elizabeth Grauerholz, University of Central Florida
Dying in Class: Bringing Sociology to Life. Monte Bute, Metropolitan State University
Trans Politics in the Sociology Classroom. Laura Victoria Heston, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

11:30 am Meetings

Section on History of Sociology Business Meeting – Colorado Convention Center
Section on Mathematical Sociology Business Meeting – Colorado Convention Center
Section on Sociology of Mental Health Business Meeting – Hyatt Regency Denver

12:00 pm Sessions

Regional Spotlight Tour 04. Historic Auraria Campus Walking Tour: Walking, Tasting and Performing Immigration Histories
Off-site Location, Offsite.
Session Organizers: David Joseph Piacenti, Metropolitan College-Denver
Christina Alicia Sue, University of Colorado-Boulder
Co-Leaders: David Joseph Piacenti, Metropolitan College-Denver
Christina Alicia Sue, University of Colorado-Boulder

This walking tour will span the immigrant history of Denver’s only downtown, urban campus, the Auraria Campus, home of Metropolitan State College of Denver, the University of Colorado-Denver and the Community College of Denver. The campus is adjacent to the Colorado Convention center. We will walk from the Convention Center to 1) Auraria campus’s 9th Street Mall, a former Chicano/a neighborhood, 2) the former home of Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir, 3) the Tivoli Brewery, which was founded by German immigrants, 4) the Emmanuel Gallery, which was an Episcopal church converted into a Jewish synagogue in 1903, and 4) St. Elizabeth’s of Hungary a still-operating German-immigrant founded Catholic parish. After touring campus, participants will enjoy a light meal at St. Cajetan’s Church, which served the Spanish-speaking Chicano neighborhood. The meal will be catered by a recently-arrived immigrant Yucatec-Mayan family from Tizimín, Yucatán, México. After dinner the Romero Theatre Troupe, led by University of Colorado-Denver’s own historian Dr. Jim Walsh will perform the immigration-themed A People’s History of Colorado.

12:30 pm Meetings

2013 Distinguished Contributions to Teaching Award Selection Committee – Hyatt Regency Denver
Section on Ethnomethodology Council and Business Meeting – Colorado Convention Center
Sociological Theory Editorial Board – Hyatt Regency Denver
Sociology of Education Editorial Board – Hyatt Regency Denver
TRAILS Area Editors – Hyatt Regency Denver
Teaching Sociology Editorial Board – Hyatt Regency Denver

12:30 pm Sessions

213. Real Utopia Proposal Session. Parecon (Participatory Economics)
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Michael Albert, Z-Magazine
Panelist: Michael Albert, Z-Magazine

A real utopia will have an economy that accomplishes needed
production and consumption, that meets needs and develops potentials consistent with favored values, and that is classless. Participatory economy does the job, advancing self-management, solidarity, diversity, and equity and removing all structural bases for class division. This session will summarize parecon’s features and explore some implications for contemporary efforts at change. It will also compare parecon to other proposed visions for a better economic future, including market socialism and centrally planned socialism. And finally, it will report on projects around the world aimed at attaining both participatory economies, and a broader participatory society, as well.

214. Real Utopia Proposal Session. Reimagining the Corporation
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Gerald F. Davis, University of Michigan
Presider: Gerald F. Davis, University of Michigan
Panelist: Gerald F. Davis, University of Michigan
Discussant: William G Roy, University of California-Los Angeles

From the merger wave at the turn of the 20th century that created them until the bust-up takeover wave of the 1980s that disassembled them, publicly traded corporations were the dominant social institution of the American economy. They provided long-term employment and social welfare benefits that were provided by states in other industrialized economies, and they shaped the currents of politics and trade in innumerable ways. But the shareholder value movement and the disaggregation of contemporary methods of production and exchange have inadvertently driven the corporation into retreat in the US. The concentration of assets and employment have been in decline for three decades, and there are now half as many public corporations as there were in 1997. Moreover, ferment in both laws and feasible organizing methods suggest that we are on the verge of a substantial re-imagining of the structures organizing the economy. This session contemplates how changes in law, information and productive technologies open up new possibilities for (sociologically-informed) democratic governance of our post-corporate economy.

215. Thematic Session. Alternative Approaches to Punishment
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Katherine Beckett, University of Washington
Presider: Bruce Western, Harvard University
Panelists: Christopher Uggen, University of Minnesota
Bruce Western, Harvard University
Marie Gottschalk, University of Pennsylvania

This panel will explore the dystopian features of the U.S. penal system and consider how a system of punishment oriented toward more utopian ideals might (or might not) come into being. In particular, panelists will reflect on the challenges associated with advocating for penal change, and identify promising strategies for building new alliances and institutions and implementing new measures of success.

216. Thematic Session. New Ways to Organize: Recent Successes for Direct Care Workers
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Heidi I. Hartmann, Institute for Women’s Policy Research
Presider: Heidi I. Hartmann, Institute for Women's Policy Research
Panelists: Leonilla Vega, Direct Care Alliance
Ai-jen Poo, Domestic Workers Alliance

This session will discuss various organizing efforts in the direct care labor market which are working to bring together direct care workers, consumers, and others who have a stake in seeing improvement in the quality of care provided, the quality of working conditions for direct care workers, and recognition of the importance of this work by broader society. Direct care work for children, older people and people with disabilities will all be considered, though the focus will be on elder care. The success of these organizing efforts and their ability to move us towards a more utopian future with greater justice for both who provide care and those who receive it will be discussed.

217. Thematic Session. Post-Globalization Paths: Emergence, Possibility, and Unthinkability
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Philip D. McMichael, Cornell University
Presider: Philip D. McMichael, Cornell University
Post-capitalist Possibilities. Katherine Gibson, Australian National University

Thematic Session. Feminist Futures. Wendy Harcourt, Society for International Development

Biopolitics in Paradise: Food Systems and Capitalist Utopias. Rajeev Patil, University of Natal

Real Utopias Viewed from the Epistemologies of the South. Boaventura Santos, University of Coimbra-Portugal

This thematic panel considers sources of knowledge production and practice that challenge received concepts of development/globalization, in the spirit of ‘real utopias.’ It proceeds from the understanding that ‘development’ is a universalizing self-referential Western concept, mediates global capitalist relations, negating and/or appropriating other epistemes and practical knowledges. The panel will address this dynamic by considering projections of possibility in this moment of declining Western capitalist hegemony. Given the urgency and multiplicity of crises facing the world, post-development models are necessarily multi-faceted, essential, and yet arguably unifying in their diversity – given their historicity. Ecological and feminist epistemologies, new conceptions of the commons, food sovereignty and bioregionalism, solidarity communities, the movement of movements in the World Social Forum, and forms of de-commodification exemplify and/or inform incipient ‘real utopias. Panelists will reflect on emerging projects and their interconnections.

218. Thematic Session. The Social and Solidarity Economy: Perspectives from Quebec, Europe, Latin America, and East Asia (South Korea)
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Marguerite Mendell, Concordia University
Presider: Marguerite Mendell, Concordia University
Panelists: Marguerite Mendell, Concordia University
José Luis Coraggio, Universidad Nacional de General Sarmiento
Jean-Louis Laville, Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers
Eric Bidet, Le Mans University

Historically, the social economy has referred to cooperatives; the solidarity economy is a more recent term adopted to capture the expanded socio-economic role of associations, civil society organizations and non-profit organizations. Debates on definitions have, to a large extent, ceded to a common understanding that both these terms refer to collectively owned enterprises and to their capacity to transform patterns of production, consumption and redistribution in countries throughout the world. More than numerous organizations/enterprises present in several sectors, the social and solidarity economy represents a coherent, systemic and alternative model of resource allocation and governance. That said, the social and solidarity economy today remains a fragmented landscape of experiences and initiatives bounded by history, culture, politics, as this panel will describe. How to weave these experiences together is a challenge that will be raised by this panel. Despite the variability between countries and even within countries (the unique Quebec experience in Canada), common trends are confirming the significant transformative potential of the social and solidarity economy.

219. Special Session. Sociology and Climate Change: Reports from the ASA Task Force on Sociology and Global Climate Change
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Riley E. Dunlap, Oklahoma State University
Presider: Kathleen J. Tierney, University of Colorado-Boulder
An Overview of the Task Force. Riley E. Dunlap, Oklahoma State University
Climate Change and Social Theory. Brett Clark, North Carolina State University
Sociological Research on Climate Change: Methodological Challenges and Innovations. Andrew K. Jorgenson, University of Utah
Incorporating Climate Change into the Sociological Curriculum. Kari Marie Norgaard, University of Oregon

In view of the societal significance of human-induced climate change, ASA established the Task Force on Sociology and Global Climate Change to provide sociological analyses of this phenomenon. The Task Force is preparing a multi-authored report with chapters on the human drivers of climate change, societal impacts of climate change, and adaptation to climate change as well as more specific topics such as the role of market actors and structures, consumption and mitigation, civil society, public opinion and attitudes, and climate politics and denial. Additional chapters will focus specifically on the implications of climate change for the discipline of sociology. This session will consist of an overview of the work of the Task Force by its Chair (Dunlap), and presentations on the challenges and opportunities posed by climate change for both sociological/social theory (Clark) and methodology (Jorgenson) as well as on incorporating climate change into the sociological curriculum (Norgaard).

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Jess C. Gilbert, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Author: John H. Evans, University of California-San Diego
Presider: Rene Almeling, Yale University
Critics: Ruha Benjamin, Boston University
Renee R. Ansprech, University of Michigan
Paul R. Lichterman, University of Southern California

221. Professional Development Workshop. Communicating with the Media and Policymakers
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Brad Smith, American Sociological Association
Leader: Brad Smith, American Sociological Association
Co-Leader: Dan Fowler, American Sociological Association

As a sociologist, you can speak to the media and to policymakers about important discoveries and issues related to the discipline. This workshop will provide insights to help you communicate better with the media and policymakers. ASA works in Washington to advance the social and behavior sciences and ASA members can make their views known to elected officials. This is a fundamental right and essential to the future of social science funding. Likewise, ASA members can be a resource to the media. Sharing their scientific discoveries and expertise on the press when breaking news hits and studies are released.

222. Teaching Workshop. Emancipatory Pedagogies: From Social Structure and Straight Jackets to Social Action and Praxis
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Lydia Rose, Kent State University-East Liverpool
Leader: Lydia Rose, Kent State University-East Liverpool
Panelists: Peter L. Callero, Western Oregon University
Peter Kaufman, State University of New York-New Paltz
Stephen A. Sweet, Ithaca College
Alicia C.S. Swords, Ithaca College
Monica M. White, Wayne State University

The goal would be three-fold: (1) to provide concrete examples of emancipatory pedagogies that have worked for scholars in the classroom; (2) to provide an opportunity to dialogue about the role of structured, core, curriculum requirements that limit or inhibit the creation and/or implementation of emancipator pedagogies; and (3) discuss some solutions or practices that have worked in countering roadblocks to implementing emancipatory praxis, social activism, or civil service into the classroom setting.

223. Informal Discussion Roundtable Session
Hyatt Regency Denver
12:30-2:10pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Timothy B. Gongaware, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse

1. Adding Dialogue to the Real Utopias
Framework. Anshul Kumar, Harvard University; Daniel Wu, University of Southern California
2. Real Utopias: Lessons from Contemporary Intentional Communities. Heather Sullivan-Catlin, State University of New York-Postdam
3. Methods and Forms of Domination in the International Sociological Field: U.S. Sociology in Sweden”. Rick Fantasia, Smith College; Marita Flisback, University of Gothenburg
5. Creating Community Collaborations while Showcasing the Critical Analysis and Research Skills of Sociology Majors. Mel Moore, University of Northern Colorado
6. The Impact of Undergraduate Student/Alumni Satisfaction on the Future of Sociology. Barbara Prince, Elizabethtown College
7. Using Service-Learning to Teach Undergraduate Research Methodology. Michele Lee Kozimor-King, Elizabethtown College
8. Teaching Research Methods Using Content Analysis Datasets. Karen Honeycutt, Keene State College
9. Electronic Textbooks: Issues and Ideas. Tim Curry, Ohio State University
10. Teaching the Tricky Stuff: Gender Violence, Feminism and Cultural Studies. Christine Plumeri, Monroe Community College
11. Reproductive Challenges of Lesbian and Queer Couples of Color. Nia Martin-Robinson, Bennett College; Karla M. McLucas, Bennett College
13. Feeding the Family: Gender Responsibilities in Croatia and the United States. Ashley Wendell Kranjac, University of Texas-Arlington
14. Family Dinners and Vulnerability to Victimization. Lionel Matthews, Andrews University; Duane C. McBride, Andrews University; Kathryn Conopio, Andrews University; Alina M. Baltazar, Andrews University; Gary Hopkins, Loma Linda University; Romulus Chelbegean, Andrews University
15. The Social Production of Merit. Sharon Jank, Stanford University
16. Addressing Inequalities through Workforce Development in Home Care and other Low-Wage Jobs. Kendra Jason, North Carolina State University; Jennifer Craft Morgan, University of North Carolina
17. When Are High Status More Anxious About Status? The Chinese Housing Market and Race Differences in Personality. Latrica E. Best, University of Louisville

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Jean H. Shin, American Sociological Association
Leader: Roberta M. Spalter-Roth, American Sociological Association
Co-Leader: Olga V. Mayorova, American Sociological Association
Panelist: Jeffrey Chin, Le Moyne College

Prior research suggests that new technology, such as digital libraries, by themselves do not necessarily result in diffusion. ASA is interested in implementing a number of social interventions to increase the adoption of the TRAILS digital library beyond the existing network of teaching and learning scholars. This workshop will ask participants to evaluate the potential feasibility and impact of a series of social interventions that broaden and increase social participation. These range from giving awards for innovative curriculum design, to matching teaching and learning scholars with graduate students, to offering special TRAILS access to faculty from underserved institutions.

225. Regular Session. Accountability Policies and Student Achievement
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Deborah Warnock, Skidmore College
Presider: Heather E. Price, University of Notre Dame
Measure for Measure: Quantifying Inequality in an Age of Educational Accountability. Jennifer L. Jennings, New York University; Heeju Sohn, University of Pennsylvania
Moving Forward Together or Drifting Further Apart? High-stakes Accountability and Equality of Educational Opportunity. Barbara Falk Condliffe, Johns Hopkins University
Fourth Grade Retention and Reading Achievement in Texas. Jon Lorence, University of Houston
A Global Comparison of Educational Markets – The Effects of School Choice, Testing, and Accountability. Daniel A. Long, Wesleyan University; Catherine Doren, Wesleyan University
Discussant: Adam Gamoran, University of Wisconsin-Madison

226. Regular Session. Asians and Asian Americans: Model Minority and its Discontents
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Pawan H. Dhingra, Tufts University
Presider: Prema Ann Kurien, Syracuse University
Calibrated Ambitions: Low Educational Ambition as a Form of Strategic Adaptation among Chinese Youths in Spain. Jessica Yiu, Princeton University
Depression, Anxiety and Suicidal Ideation among Chinese Americans: A Study of Immigration-related Factors. Jie Zhang, State University of New York-Buffalo
Race Matters: Children and the Shifting Engagement with Racial-ethnic Identity Among Inter-racially Married Asian Americans. Kelly Haesung Chong, University of Kansas
Are Second-generation Filipinos becoming Asian or Latino? Historical Colonialism, Culture, and Panethnic Identity. Anthony Christian Ocampo, California State Polytechnic University-Pomona

227. Regular Session. Constructions of Family and Kinship
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Shannon N. Davis, George Mason University
Presider: Jennifer Buher Kane, University of North Carolina
Reflections on the Paradoxes of Fictive Kinship. Margaret K. Nelson, Middlebury College
Constructions of Family among Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender People. Timothy Adam Ortyl, University of Minnesota; Kathleen E. Hull, University of Minnesota
Normalized Gender Crisis: Single Motherhood in the New Russia. Jennifer Utrata, University of Puget Sound
Father Involvement in Cohabiting and Married Families. Wendy Diane Manning, Bowling Green State University
Discussant: Jennifer Buher Kane, University of North Carolina

228. Regular Session. Critical Perspectives on the Internet and Society
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Lee Humphreys, Cornell University
Presider: Lee Humphreys, Cornell University
Is There Such a Thing as an Online Health Lifestyle? Timothy M. Hale, University of Alabama-Birmingham
What Frontier? Visualizing Social and Geographic Internet Spaces through iBorders. Soo Mee Kim, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Discussant: Laura Robinson, Santa Clara University

229. Regular Session. Critical Theory
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Nancy Weiss Hanrahan, George Mason University
Presider: Nancy Weiss Hanrahan, George Mason University
Building Utopias for Better Struggles: The Significance of the Zapatistas for Feasible Alternatives. Onur Kapdan, University of California-Santa Barbara
Contours of Sociobiophysicality and the Necessity of Critical Theory. Alexander M. Stoner, University of Tennessee-Knoxville
Ethnographies of Possibility: Criticalizing Cultural Practice in Everyday Life. Sarah S. Amstler, Kingston University
Discussant: Nancy Weiss Hanrahan, George Mason University

230. Regular Session. Cross-national Sociology
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Pamela M. Paxton, University of Texas
Presider: Melanie M. Hughes, University of Pittsburgh
Civic Association and Protest: A Cross-national Comparison. Beth Gharrity Gardner, University of California-Irvine; Evan Schofer, University of California-Irvine
The Legal, Health, and Socioeconomic Context of Young People’s Drug Policy Opinions in the EU. Michael Vuolo, Purdue University
Immigrant Earnings Incorporation in Canada and the United States. Asaf Levanon, University of Haifa
Beckfield, Harvard University; Benjamin Curran Sosnaud, Harvard University

231. Regular Session. Feminist Theory
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Kum-Kum Bhavnani, University of California-Santa Barbara
Presider: Molly Talcott, California State University-Los Angeles
Feminist Dystopia? Reconsidering the Implications of the Linguistic Turn for Feminist Theory. Bridget E. Harr, University of California-Santa Barbara
Girls Gone Wild? Sex and Feminism in the Millennial Era. Jess Butler, University of Southern California
In a Daughter’s Voice: Jane Addams and the Narration of Social Justice Theory. Tamara Beauboeuf, DePauw University
The Embodiment of Gender in the Postindustrial Landscape. Rachel Ann Johansen, Michigan State University
Discussant: Molly Talcott, California State University-Los Angeles

232. Regular Session. Mathematical Sociology
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Carter T. Butts, University of California-Irvine
A Pairwise-Comparison-Based Index of Stratification. Xiang Zhou, University of Michigan
Leveraging Sociological Models for Predictive Analysis. Richard Colbaugh, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology; Kristin Glass, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology
Stability in Critical Mass Collective Behavior. Damon M. Centola, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
The Origins of Inequalities in Small Discussion Groups; Model, Simulation and Data. Barbara F. Meeker, University of Maryland-College Park
The Duality of Clusters and Statistical Interactions: Method and an Application. David M. Melamed, University of Arizona; Ronald L. Breiger, University of Arizona; Eric Schoon, University of Arizona
Discussant: Molly Talcott, California State University-Los Angeles

233. Regular Session. Parenthood
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Laura Theresa Hamilton, University of California-Merced
Presider: Laura Theresa Hamilton, University of California-Merced
How the Novice Players Play the Game. Hyejeong Jo, University of Pennsylvania
Incarcerating Parenthood? Countervailing Consequences of Paternal Incarceration for Parenting. Kristin Turney, University of California-Irvine
Linking Paternal Postpartum Depression to Involved Fatherhood. Carrie L. Wendel-Hummell, University of Kansas
When Sons Become Fathers: Examining Patterns of Fatherhood across Generations. Christina Diaz, University of Wisconsin-Madison

234. Regular Session. Racialized and Gendered Spaces of Incarceration and Reentry
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Patrisia Macias, Sarah Lawrence College
Presider: Priscilla Ocen, University of California-Los Angeles
In it for the Long Haul: Gender Dynamics of Former Prisoner-family Relationships. Damian Martinez, Arizona State University; Andrea M. Leverentz, University of Massachusetts-Boston
Place and Punishment: The Spatial Context of Incarceration. Jessica T Simes, Harvard University
Discussant: Priscilla Ocen, University of California-Los Angeles

235. Regular Session. Risk
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Stephen G. Lyng, Carthage College
Presider: Stephen G. Lyng, Carthage College
Defining and Defending Risk within the EPA and the Chemical Industry. Alissa Cordner, Brown University
Risk Management through Minimal Professional Autonomy: The Case of Tax Preparation Work. Roman V. Galperin, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Risk in the New-media Culture Industry; or, Enlightenment as a Kick in the Nuts. Benjamin Wiggins, University of Minnesota
Discussant: Stephen G. Lyng, Carthage College

236. Section on Community and Urban Sociology
Roundtable Session (one-hour)
Table 1. Health and the Built Environment
Table Presider: Melinda Laroco Boehm, Case Western Reserve University
A Qualitative Inquiry on Older Adults' Nutrition, Food Consumption, and Foodscape Navigation in Urban Neighborhoods. Melinda Laroco Boehm, Case Western Reserve University
Built Environment and Obesity: Exploring a Social Cognitive Model. Lori Kowaleski-Jones, University of Utah; Ming Wen, University of Utah; Jessie Fan, University of Utah
Older Walkable Neighborhoods and Obesity: Evaluating Effects with a Propensity Score Approach. Lori Kowaleski-Jones, University of Utah
The Influence of Exposure to Neighborhood Contexts on Appraisals of Health. Paul Carruth, Ohio State University

Table 2. Housing and Inequality
Table Presider: Brian James McCabe, Georgetown University
Contexts and Conditions of Ethnic Discrimination: Evidence from a Field Experiment in German Housing Markets. Katrin Auspurg, University of Konstanz; Thomas Hinz, University of Konstanz; Laura Schmidt, University of Konstanz
Intimidation in the Housing Market. Clement Thery, Columbia University
Racial Segregation by Tenure Status: Is Homeownership an Advantage for Residential Integration? Luis Alberto Sanchez, Pennsylvania State University
Informal Development in Low-income Communities: Housing Conditions and Self-help Strategies in Informal Subdivisions in Texas. Mary Esther Sullivan, University of Texas-Austin

Table 3. Neighborhood and Symbolic Boundaries
Table Presider: Erika Busse, Institute for Diversity, Equity Boundaries, Barriers, and Measuring Racial Segregation. Rory Kramer, University of Pennsylvania
The Housing Environment, Development Pace, Residential Stability, and Neighborly Social Relations. Katherine Elizabeth King, Duke University
The Intersection of Spatial and Symbolic Boundaries: Neighborhood Appearance and Class-based Moral Boundaries. Michelle A. Steward, University of California-Berkeley

Table 4. Neighborhood Change and Social (dis)Organization
Table Presider: Martha Whitney King, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Disentangling the Relationship between Disorder, Disorganization, and Crime: A Study of Reno Neighborhoods. Lyndsay N. Boggess, University of South Florida; Jon Maskaly, University of South Florida
Neighborhood Perceptions among Residents of Spatially Isolated and High Poverty Areas. Lori Glantz, State University of New York-Buffalo; William Richardson, State University of New York-Buffalo; Robert M. Adelman, State University of New York-Buffalo
Perceptions of Social Disorganization in a Changing Urban Neighborhood. Kathy S. Kremer, Aquinas College
White Flight and the Urban Streetscape. Rachael A. Woldoff, West Virginia University

Table 5. Residential Segregation
Table Presider: Beckett Ann Broh, Capital University
Exploring Suburban Poverty: Opportunities and Challenges of Poor, Suburban Families. Beckett Ann Broh, Capital University; Samantha L. Mohr, University of Denver
The Stickiness of Segregation: Barriers and Agency for Black Middle Class Milwaukeeans. Gina Spitz, University of Wisconsin-Madison
The Segregation of Social Interactions in the Red Line L-train in Chicago. Eva Swyngedouw,
Table 6. Social Capital and Neighborhood Solidarity
Table Presider: Bryant Crubaugh, University of Notre Dame
Competition and the Development of Neighborhood Organizations. Bryant Crubaugh, University of Notre Dame
Nested Networks of Community. Albert Hunter, Northwestern University
People and Places: Drivers of Neighborhood Satisfaction in an English Area-based Regeneration Initiative. Julia Gayle Kite, University of California-Berkeley

Table 7. Globalization
Table Presider: Sukriti Issar, Brown University
Global Food Retail and the Politics of Needs: Tesco’s “Fresh and Easy” in Southern California. Rebecca Ann Gresh, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Globalization, Migration and Global City Formation in Beijing and Shanghai. Jianmei Hao, University of Utah
“Shanghaization” of Mumbai: Understanding the Texts and Contexts of a “World Class” Mumbai. Ravi Ghadge, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
The Truly Advantaged: Global Upper-class Segregation in St. Barts (FWI). Bruno Nicolas Cousin, University of Lille; Sebastien Chauvin, University of Amsterdam

Table 8. Politics and Economics
Table Presider: Matthew Hall, University of Illinois
Labor Market Structural Change and Racial and Ethnic Wage Inequality. Ryan Matthew Finnigan, Duke University
Friend or Foe? Media Coverage of Chicago’s Plan for Transformation. Matthew Schoene, Ohio State University
Types of Hub Cities and Their Effects on Urban Creative Economies. Zachary Neal, Michigan State University

Table 9. Contextualizing Inequality
Table Presider: Luis F. Nuño, William Paterson
Do You See Me? The Homeless in Their Occupied Spaces. Gwendolyn Purifoye, Loyola University-Chicago
Inequality Across Metropolitan Regions: Exploring Variations in Inequality, Geographic Mobility, and Earnings Opportunities. Colby R. King, University of South Carolina
Neighborhood Contextual Effects on College Major. Autumn Deer McClellan, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

Table 10. New Directions in Urban and Community Research
Table Presider: Matthew Luther Lindholm, Concordia University
Comparing Urban Studies: Academic Views of the City in Europe and the United States. Eva Swyngedouw, University of Chicago
How One Eco-village Attempts to Mitigate the Antagonism between Town and Country. Christina A Ergas, University of Oregon

Table 11. Race, Gender, and Place Attachments
Table Presider: Richard E Ocejo, City University of New York-John Jay College
Becoming Invisible in Community: Old Gay Men’s Attachment to a Local Gay Community. Griff Tester, Georgia State University
Sites of Surveillance, Sites of Distrust: The Use of the Homeplace in Mixed-income Public Housing. Tennille Nicole Allen, Lewis University
We Were Involved with the Club: Social Clubs and Place Attachment among Louisianans in Los Angeles. Faustina M. DuCros, University of California-Los Angeles

Table 12. Making Place
Table Presider: Diane M. Grams, Tulane University
The Role of the Public Institution in Iconic
Architectural Development. **Matt Patterson**, University of Toronto

The Sites and Sounds of Placemaking: Branding, Festivalization, and the Contemporary City. **Jonathan R. Wynn**, University of Massachusetts-Amherst; **Ayse Yetis-Bayraktar**, University of Massachusetts

The Uranium Center of Excellence: The Real Utopia of Oak Ridge, Tennessee. **Lindsey Freeman**, New School for Social Research

A Deeper Channel Floats All Boats: The Port Economy as Urban Growth Machine. **David D. Jaffee**, University of North Florida

**Table 13. Spaces of Inclusion and Exclusion**

**Table Presider:** **David Trouille**, University of California-Los Angeles

Fencing a Field: The Views of Imagined Others in the Erratic Development of Park Conflict. **David Trouille**, University of California-Los Angeles


The Elusive, Inclusive "We": Inclusion and Contradiction in a Pre-figurative Social Movement Group. **Amy E Jonason**, University of Notre Dame

But this is a park! The Paradox of Public Space in a Transnational “No Man’s Land”. **Jacob H. Lederman**, City University of New York-Graduate Center

**Table 14.**

**Table Presiders:** **Terry Nichols Clark**, University of Chicago; **Daniel Silver**, University of Toronto; **Christopher Michael Graziul**, University of Chicago

**238. Section on Latino/a Roundtable Session (one-hour).**

**Hyatt Regency Denver**

12:30-1:30pm, Roundtables:

Session Organizers: **Giovani Burgos**, McGill University; **Elizabeth Marie Aranda**, University of South Florida

**Table 1. Assimilation, Acculturation, and Race and Ethnic Identities among Latinos/as**

**Table Presider:** **Lorena Castro**, Stanford University

Attitudes about Assimilation among the Mexican-origin Population in the United States. **Lorena Castro**, Stanford University

Central American 2nd Generation: Identity Formation in Los Angeles. **Ariana Jeanette Valle**, University of California-Los Angeles

Integrating the Best of Both Worlds: Bi-cultural Adjustment of Mexican-origin College Students. **Michel Infante**, Texas A&M University; **Kyle Anne Nelson**, University of Northern Colorado

Race and Ethnicity: Theoretical and Applied Case for Latinos. **Celia Olivia Lacayo**, University of California-Berkeley

**Table 2. Latinos/as and the Educational Pipeline**

**Table Presider:** **Christine E. Bose**, State University of New York-Albany

My Math Teacher Would Send Me [Out] for Every Single Reason: Latino/a Youth and School Discipline. **Chalane E. Lechuga**, University of New Mexico

Latinos and College Enrollment Since 2000: All Educational Attainment is not Created Equal. **Charlene Cruz-Cerdas**, University of Pennsylvania

Real Utopias: Anzalduan Weaving of “Autohistorias” and “Testimonios” in Chicana/Latina Educational Narratives. **Elisa Facio**, University of Colorado-Boulder; **Shannon Coffey**, University of Colorado-Boulder

Schooling Experiences among Mexican Americans. **Casandra Danielle Salgado**, University of California-Los Angeles
Unfinished Business: Latino Faculty Diversity in the State University of New York System. *Christine E. Bose,* State University of New York-Albany; *Edna Acosta-Belen,* State University of New York-Albany

Education And Skin Color Among Mexican Americans. *Vilma Ortiz,* University of California-Los Angeles

Table 3. Latino/as and Health
Table Presider: *Tangela G. Towns,* University of Central Florida


Health Promotion Among Hispanic Males. *Tangela G. Towns,* University of Central Florida; *Fernando I. Rivera,* University of Central Florida

Latinos in Hawaii. *Giovani Burgos,* McGill University

Table 4. Issues Confronting Latino Families
Table Presider: *Marc R Settembrino,* University of Central Florida

Sharing Household Labor in Mexican American Families. *Katy M. Pinto,* California State University-Dominguez Hills; *Vilma Ortiz,* University of California-Los Angeles


Food Security Among U.S. Latinos: Effects of Place of Birth, Years in the United States, and Ethnicity. *Marc R Settembrino,* University of Central Florida

Table 5. Contemporary Issues Facing Latinos/as
Table Presider: *Elizabeth Marie Aranda,* University of South Florida


White Racial Attitudes and Affects on Policy Preferences. *Celia Olivia Lacayo,* University of California-Berkeley

239. Section on Political Sociology Paper Session. Electoral Politics: Structure, Context, and Social Movements
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: *Nancy DiTomaso,* State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Presider: *Jennifer Laird,* University of Washington
Local Contexts and Asian American Under-participation in Electoral Politics. *Naomi Hsu,* University of California-Berkeley
Obama’s Election, Local Military Tradition, and the Human Costs of War. *Jungyun Gill,* Mountain State University; *James DeFronzo,* University of Connecticut

Protest, Organizations, and Legislative Success. *Susan Olzak,* Stanford University; *Sarah A. Soule,* Stanford University; *Marion Coddou,* Stanford University; *John Muñoz,* Stanford University

Virtual Power Plays: Social Movements, Internet Communication Technology, and Political Parties. *Deana Rohlinger,* Florida State University; *Leslie A. Bunnage,* Seton Hall University

240. Section on Science, Knowledge and Technology Paper Session. "Neuro": Interventions, Entanglements, Futures
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: *Daniel Ray Morrison,* Vanderbilt University and Pepperdine University
Presider: *Daniel Ray Morrison,* Vanderbilt University and Pepperdine University
Closing the Legitimacy Deficit: Using Neuroscience to Save Headache Medicine. *Joanna Kempner,* State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Contesting Health Policy: Toward a Utopian Vision of Community-based Rehabilitation for Brain Injury. *Laura S Lorenz,* Brandeis University

The Role of Neurogenetics in Personal Narratives of Addiction and Recovery. *Molly J. Dingel,* University of Minnesota-Rochester; *Jenny Ostergren,* Mayo Clinic; *Rachel Hammer,* Mayo Clinic; *Kathleen Heaney,* Hennepin County Medical Center; *Marion Warwick,* Veterans Administration; *Barbara Koenig,* University of California-San Francisco
Towards a Social Ecology of Brain and Mind. *Sal Restivo,* Ghent University-Belgium; *Sabrina Weiss,* Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Discussant: *Joanna Kempner,* State University of New Jersey-Rutgers

241. Section on Sex and Gender Paper Session.
Contested Terrain: Gender and Movements around Land, Water and Forests in the Age of Globalization

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Manisha Desai, University of Connecticut
Presider: Ruth Marleen Hernandez, University of Connecticut
Exploiting Food Provisioning as a Gendered Act within Alternative Agro-food Movements. Rebecca Lorraine Som Castellano, Ohio State University
Figuring In Gender: Women in the Naxal Movement in India. Juhi Tyagi, State University of New York-Stony Brook

Exploring Food Provisioning as a Gendered Act within Alternative Agro-food Movements. Rebecca Lorraine Som Castellano, Ohio State University
Figuring In Gender: Women in the Naxal Movement in India. Juhi Tyagi, State University of New York-Stony Brook

242. Section on Sociology of Culture Invited Session. How Culture Matters in Economic Life

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizers: Lyn Spillman, University of Notre Dame; Frederick F. Wherry, Columbia University
Presider: Viviana A. Zelizer, Princeton University
Capitalism as a System of Contingent Expectations. Jens Beckert, Max Planck Institute
Valuing Education: Why Media Rankings Rankle Higher Education. Wendy Nelson Espeland, Northwestern University
The Publics of Electronic Markets. Alexandru Preda, King's College London
Is It Worth It? David Stark, Columbia University

243. Section on Sociology of Culture Paper Session. Media and Aging

Audiences/Fans/Users: New Areas of Inquiry (co-sponsored with the Section on Aging and the Life Course)

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizers: C. Lee Harrington, Miami University; Richard A. Settersten, Jr., Oregon State University
Presider: C. Lee Harrington, Miami University
Talkin' 'Bout My Generation: The Persistence of Cohort Music Preferences. Andrew J. Ritcey, Pennsylvania State University
Aging, the Life Course, and Media. Denise D. Bielby, University of California-Santa Barbara; C. Lee Harrington, Miami University; Anthony R. Bardo, Miami University-Oxford
Midlife and Technology Use: The Use of Social Network Sites to Find Old Friends. Kelly Quinn, University of Illinois-Chicago
New Names for "Older" Audiences: Language, Agency and the Marketing of Culture. Corinne Endreny Kirchner, Columbia University
Discussant: C. Lee Harrington, Miami University

244. Section on Sociology of Law Paper Session. The Social Contexts of Law

Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: David John Frank, University of California-Irvine
Presider: Sandra R. Levitsky, University of Michigan
Judges and Change in Family Law: Judicial Views of Joint Custody, 1998-2011. Julie E. Artis, DePaul University; Andrew V. Krebs, DePaul University
The Curious Operation of Programs in Misdemeanor Punishment. Issa B Kohler-Hausmann, New York University
When the Process Can’t Punish: How Sexual Assault Medical Forensic Exams became Routine in Hospitals. Jaimie Morse, Northwestern University
Good Parents/Bad Parents: Rethinking Family Involvement and Accountability in Juvenile Justice. Leslie S. Paik, City University of New York-City College
Discussant: Sandra R. Levitsky, University of Michigan

245. Section on Sociology of Mental Health Paper Session. Stress Buffering Processes

Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Peggy A. Thoits, Indiana University
Presider: Peggy A. Thoits, Indiana University
Marital Status as Contingency in the Relationship between Physical Limitations and Subjective Well-being. Alex E. Bierman, University of Calgary
Work and Psychological Distress: Resources, Demands, and the Stress of Higher Status. Scott Schieman, University of Toronto; Marisa Christine Young, University of Toronto
Mental Health Benefits from Social Networks? Network Configurations and Depressive Symptoms in Later Life. Juyeon Kim, University of Chicago-National Opinion Research Center
Discussant: Elaine Wethington, Cornell University


Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Lori M. Hunter, University of Colorado-Boulder
Presider: Lori M. Hunter, University of Colorado-Boulder
Natural Disasters and Local Demographic Change in the United States. Jessica A. Schultz, University of Oregon; James R. Elliott, University of Oregon
The Effect of Natural Disaster Exposure on Prenatal Health and Birth Outcomes. Sarah Crittenden Fuller, Duke University
Where It's Easier Being Blue: The Second Demographic Transition and IVF Utilization in the United States. David Michael McClendon, University of Texas-Austin
Childlessness and Mental Well-being in a Global Context. Kimiko Tanaka, James Madison University
Discussant: Thomas G. Safford, University of New Hampshire

12:30 pm Other Groups
American Journal of Sociology Editorial Board Meeting (Susan Allan) – Colorado Convention Center

1:00 pm Sessions
247. Research Funding Opportunities and Data Resources (part of the Research Support Forum)
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Nicole M. Van Vooren, American Sociological Association
1. Fellowship Support for Sociologists, American Sociological Association. Roberta M. Spalter-Roth, American Sociological Association; Nicole M. Van Vooren, American Sociological Association; Olga V. Mayorova, American Sociological Association
4. Division of Viral Hepatitis, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Deborah Holtzman, Center for Disease Control and Prevention; Karin A. Mack, Center for Disease Control and Prevention-National Center for Injury Prevention and Control
5. Integrated Health Interview Services, Minnesota Population Center, University of Minnesota. Catherine A Fitch, University of Minnesota
7. Division of Health Interview Statistics, National Center for Health Statistics. James M. Dahlhamer, National Ctr for Health Statistics
8. National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, National Institutes of Health. Rebecca L. Clark, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; Augusto Diana, Department of Health and Human Services; Michael Ludwig Spittel, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; Mercedes Rubio, National Institute of Mental Health
9. Sociology Program, National Science Foundation. Patricia E. White, National Science Foundation; Regina E. Werum, National Science Foundation; Katherine Meyer, Ohio State University
12. The Pennsylvania State University-Department of Sociology, The Association of Religion Data Archives. Roger Finke, Pennsylvania State University; Stephen M Merino, Pennsylvania State University; Jennifer M. McClure, Pennsylvania State University; Nathaniel Porter, Pennsylvania State University
13. Center for Human Resource Research, Ohio State University. Paula C. Baker, Ohio State University
14. Carolina Population Center, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. Kathleen Mullan Harris, University of North Carolina
15. Wisconsin Longitudinal Study, Department of Sociology University of Wisconsin-Madison. Pamela Herb, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Huey-Chi Chang,
16. Minnesota Population Center, University of Minnesota. Julia A. Rivera Drew, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities; Sarah M. Flood, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities; Rob Warren
17. Minnesota Population Center, University of Minnesota. Catherine A Fitch, University of Minnesota; Katie Genadek, University of Minnesota; Sarah M. Flood, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
18. Minnesota Population Center, University of Minnesota. Sarah M. Flood, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities; Sandra L. Hofferth, University of Maryland-College Park

1:30 pm Meetings
Section on Community and Urban Sociology
Business Meeting – Colorado Convention Center
Section on Latino/a Sociology Business Meeting – Hyatt Regency Denver

2:30 pm Meetings
2013 Dissertation Award Selection Committee – Hyatt Regency Denver
Honors Program Careers Briefing – Colorado Convention Center
Section on Human Rights Council and Business Meeting – Colorado Convention Center
Task Force on the Community College Faculty – Colorado Convention Center

2:30 pm Sessions

248. Real Utopia Proposal Session. Corporations with Worker Ownership and Profit Sharing
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Joseph Raphael Blasi, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Presider: Raymond Russell, University of California-Riverside
Panelist: Joseph Raphael Blasi, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Discussant: Gerald F. Davis, University of Michigan

There will be a brief overview of what is wrong with current corporate institutions where ownership of stock and income from capital tend to be highly concentrated mainly in the top 1% of employees in most corporations with an emphasis on several areas of the corporate sector where the distribution of ownership and income from capital is substantially more broad-based. There will be a summary of research indicating that the more broad-based worker ownership and profit sharing sectors represent a workable and efficient way to organize the economy. Lastly, practical legislative and executive branch proposals to facilitate the transformation to more broad-based ownership and profit sharing by citizens of large and small corporations will be presented including changes to the tax system, the banking system, and the system of higher education required to facilitate this transformation. The proposals will be framed with the idea that societies organized as republics require generationally broad distribution of property in order to assure that each individual has the independence to participate in democratic discourse.

249. Real Utopia Proposal Session. Making Direct Democracy Deliberative through Random Assemblies
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: John Gastil, Pennsylvania State University
Presider: John Gastil, Pennsylvania State University
Panelist: John Gastil, Pennsylvania State University
Discussant: Archon Fung, Harvard University

Too many critics continue to view deliberative democracy as a theoretical proposition, rather than a real body of practice. After decades of practical experiments in modern deliberative democracy, not to mention centuries of refinement of the jury system, there now exist powerful deliberative models. Two of the most important officially-sanctioned efforts come from the northwestern corner of North America—the British Columbia Citizens' Assembly and the Oregon Citizens' Initiative Review. British Columbia showed that a randomly-selected body of 150 citizens can draft first-rate legislation, which then won 57% support in a province-wide referendum election. Oregon showed that a small representative panel of 24 citizens can produce one-page analyses of ballot initiative s that influence the knowledge and judgment of the wider electorate when placed in the official Voters' Guide. Taken together, these cases show the clear potential for infusing direct democratic institutions with a deliberative impulse.

250. Thematic Session. Building a Better K-12 Education System
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Jennifer L. Jennings, New York University
Presider: Douglas Lee Lau, University of North Carolina
Panelists: Dalton Conley, New York University
Jennifer L. Jennings, New York University
Aaron M. Pallas, Columbia University

In the last decade, unprecedented changes have been made in American education policy. According to their supporters, recent education reforms have the potential to reduce disparities in educational opportunities and outcomes by improving the quality of the lowest performing schools, those that poor and minority students are most likely to attend. Others contend that these reforms will reproduce and exacerbate inequalities, or have no effect at all. Building on sociologists’ longstanding interest in how schools structure children’s life chances, panelists in this session will explore the impact of education policies, broadly construed, on students, teacher, and schools, and how these policies affect disparities in educational opportunities and outcomes among social groups.

251. Thematic Session. Creating Real Utopias for Persons with Disabilities (co-sponsored with the Section on Disability and Society)
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Jeffrey A. Houser, University of Northern Colorado
Presider: Jeffrey A. Houser, University of Northern Colorado
Panelist: Gary L. Albrecht, University of Illinois-Chicago

Introducing the WHO/World Bank's First World Report on Disability. Katherine Delores Seelman, University of Pittsburgh

Articulating a Right to Technology Access for People with Cognitive Disabilities. Peter Blanck, Syracuse University

Examining strategies for overcoming social, political, and environmental barriers faced by persons with disabilities. Papers address the desirability, viability, and achieveability of “radically different institutions and social relations” (Wright 2009, pg. 1) relevant to persons with disability. Three subthemes include: • How transformative social relations can unleash the potential of persons with disabilities. Specific attention will be given to the World Health Organization’s recent World Report on Disability (http://www.who.int/disabilities/world_report/2011/en/index.html), especially its recommendations on how to overcome barriers to health care, rehabilitation, education, employment, and support services, and to create the environments which will enable people with disabilities to flourish. • How social policy, such as the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, has or has not been successful in
opening the doors to employment and independence for persons with disabilities. How the implementation of “universal design” standards not only alleviates environmental barriers for persons with disabilities, but also provides the groundwork for broad-scale social transformation.

252. Thematic Session. Real Utopias behind Prison Walls
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Michael Jacobson, Vera Institute of Justice
Presider: Michael Jacobson, Vera Institute of Justice
Panelist: Kelly Hannah-Mooffat, University of Toronto
Open Prisons: An Innovative Perspective from Liberia. Samuel Tarley, Prison Coordinator-Libera Prisons
Exploring Prison Conditions in Halden Fengsel, Norway's Newest Prison. Are Hoeidal, Halden Fengsel Prison-Norway
Prison Reform in the U.S. Context. Michael Jacobson, Vera Institute of Justice
Ever since the first prisons were constructed they have been the subject of reform. But what are the ideals and goals of prison reform in a global context? Can an ‘ideal’ prison exist? The concept of utopian prisons embodies different ideologies, conditions and values across cultures and time. In this panel, academics and practitioners will discuss the realities and possibilities of creating utopias in a context of punishment. First, Prof. Liebling will reflect upon her experiences of studying conditions and social dynamics in UK prisons. Next, Samuel Tarley will talk about an ‘open prison’ model for Liberia, a rehabilitative approach to help inmates maintain community ties and support their families. Are Hoeidal will share his experiences of governing Halden Fengsel in Norway, possibly the most ‘utopian’ prison ever built. Finally, Michael Jacobson will talk about prison reform in the U.S. context. This international panel will bring together a variety of perspectives, raising important questions about the future of prison reform both globally and in the US.

253. Thematic Session. The Future of Reproduction
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Frances Kissling, University of Pennsylvania
Presider: Elizabeth A. Armstrong, University of Michigan
Panelists: Barbara Katz Rothman, City University of New York
Dorothy Roberts, Northwestern University
Lisa Harris, University of Michigan
Frances Kissling, University of Pennsylvania
It is almost 50 years since the Supreme Court ruled in Griswold that the prohibition of contraception violated a right to marital privacy. The Court later extended the privacy right to include contraception for unmarried couples and access to abortion. Those court decisions, along with the introduction of the pill and other scientific advances, have changed women's lives. They also opened a Pandora's box of opposition to the privatization of reproduction, so much so that the future of women's reproductive freedom is uncertain. Abortion is increasingly the province of poor women, who currently have 42% of abortions in the US, and experience limited access to contraception as well as resources for childbearing and rearing. State law prohibits constitutionally protected second trimester abortions, subjects women to mandatory anti-abortion counseling, requires unnecessary and invasive procedures and pits fetuses against the women who carry them. This panel will analyze these attempts and the cultural and social frames and trends that influence them as well as suggest some future approaches to reproductive health advocacy more protective of women's human rights.

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Vicki Smith, University of California-Davis
John Skrentny, University of California-San Diego
Presiders: Vicki Smith, University of California-Davis
John Skrentny, University of California-San Diego
Panelists: Stephanie Coontz, Evergreen State College
Joshua Gamson, University of California-San Francisco
Carole E. Joffe, UC SF
Katha Pollitt, The Nation
The annual ASA Award for Excellence in the Reporting of Social Issues honors individuals for their promotion of sociological findings and a broader vision of sociology. The 2012 Award recipient is Katha Pollitt, whose many columns for The Nation have profoundly shaped the public's understanding of social and sociological issues. Pollitt's original and incisive columns cover issues from gender and social justice, to religion, the culture wars, and social inequality. Three influential social scientists and public intellectuals will talk about Pollitt's contributions to the national appreciation of sociological research and Pollitt will then reflect on connections between her writing and our discipline.

255. Author Meets Critics Session. Forced to Care: Coercion and Caregiving in America (Harvard University Press, 2010) by Evelyn Nakano Glenn
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Rhonda F. Levine, Colgate University
Author: Evelyn Nakano Glenn, University of California-Berkeley
Presider: Rhonda F. Levine, Colgate University
Critics: Mary Romero, Arizona State University
Leslie Salzinger, University of California-Berkeley
Marjorie L. DeVault, Syracuse University

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Edward E. Telles, Princeton University
Authors: Lisa Sun-Hee Park, University of
257. Regional Spotlight Session. Social Networks and the Environment in the Rockies
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Katherine A. Giuffre, Colorado College
Presider: Drew Michael Foster, University of Michigan
Panelists: Rebecca G. Adams, Colorado State University; Sarah Diefendorf, University of Washington; Howard Drossman, Colorado College and Catamount Center; Sara Carlson, Catamount Center
Discussant: Drew Michael Foster, University of Michigan
This session will focus on social network analysis of people and organizations involved in environmental activism, policy making, and research in the Rocky Mountains.

258. Departmental Management and Leadership Workshop. Using Assessment Data to Enhance Student Learning Outcomes
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Rebecca G. Adams, University of North Carolina-Greensboro
Leader: Rebecca G. Adams, University of North Carolina-Greensboro
Co-Leader: Jodi Pettazzoni, University of North Carolina-Greensboro
In broad terms, the goal of this workshop is to provide insight and information about academic program assessment, how academic program assessment can contribute to student learning, and how it can otherwise help advance the discipline. The ultimate goal of a workshop is to help participants gain practical knowledge or skills that can be applied to the development of academic program assessment plans for their department’s programs. Attendees are advised to bring copies or an electronic means of accessing any student learning outcome assessment plan that is in place in their department or higher-level unit and any relevant policy or procedural guidelines (e.g., unit, institutional, system, state, or regional accrediting organization guidelines). The workshop leader will start by addressing the following frequently asked questions and others posed by the attendees: what is academic assessment; what are the forces behind the academic assessment movement; what is the Voluntary System of Accountability; why do some sociologists resist the development and implementation of academic assessment plans; what is the difference between grading and assessment; and what are the benefits to be derived from the assessment of student learning? After providing answers to frequently asked questions, the workshop leader will cover three additional topics: How to Develop an Academic Program Assessment Plan, How to Demonstrate Continuous Improvement by Closing the Loop, and How to Make Assessment as Painless as Possible. In discussing how to develop an academic program assessment plan, the presenter will cover: writing a student learning outcome statement using Bloom’s taxonomy, measuring academic program student learning outcomes, finding sources of evidence for metrics, and setting targets. Finally, attendees will learn to demonstrate continuous improvement by “closing the loop” on a student learning outcome. Topics covered in the section on how to demonstrate continuous improvement will be: reviewing findings, using results to develop an action plan, implementing an action plan, and documenting continuous improvement. Finally, workshop participants will learn how to make assessment plans as painless as possible by building on work that faculty are already doing, writing meaningful goals, and developing plans that are sustainable.

259. Professional Development Workshop. Educating Employers on What Sociology Majors Offer
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Kathy Shepherd Stolley, Virginia Wesleyan College
Leader: Kathy Shepherd Stolley, Virginia Wesleyan College
Panelists: Karen Albright, University of Colorado; Marv Finkelstein, Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville; Melodye Gaye Lehrnerer, College of Southern Nevada
This session addresses the question of how do we, as professional sociologists, engage employers and get them excited about the opportunity to hire sociology majors? In the context of increased emphases on applied and public sociology and the realities of today’s economic climate, if we are to prepare our students to go into the non-academic workplace, there must be receptive places for them to go! The session will include time for interaction with the audience, so come and join in the conversation.

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Roberta M. Spalter-Roth, American Sociological Association
Leader: Jerry A. Jacobs, University of Pennsylvania
Panelists: Nicole M. Van Vooren, American Sociological Association
As with other professional associations we are concerned about the future of our discipline and profession. If there are no jobs for new PhDs the discipline will not renew itself and ultimately its perspectives, understandings and modes of analyses will fade or be usurped by other disciplines. The purpose of this workshop is to provide information about the status of the job market to faculty members, to director’s of graduate studies, and to recent PhDs or to PhD candidates who are concerned about their futures. We’ll present the findings from the 2012 survey of 2011-2012 jobs. We’ll provide information about the prime time for hiring, the most advertised specialties, type of departments in
which jobs are located, and other disciplines advertising for sociologists. Along with these issues, workshop participants can discuss job search strategies that improve competitiveness; views of applied, policy, and research positions; and what additional information would be useful to candidates.


Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Theodore C. Wagenaar, Miami University
Leader: Theodore C. Wagenaar, Miami University
Co-Leader: Keith A. Roberts, Hanover College

The Association of American Colleges and Universities recently released a report on “Engaging Diverse Viewpoints: What is the Campus Climate for Perspective Taking?” The volume summarizes research on 24,000 undergraduates and 9,000 campus professionals on experiences with learning about taking the perspectives of others. The authors note that although we place great emphasis on students’ ability to take on perspectives other than their own, we are not very successful at teaching this skill. We summarize this research and offer discussion questions for follow up. We also pose some teaching strategies for enhancing perspective taking and underscore how sociology is unique in its contributions to students’ interest in and ability to take on diverse viewpoints. We ask that you read this brief report prior to the workshop (see tinyurl.com/83pddc2). We also summarize the work that Roberts (2002, 2008, 2011) has done on deep learning. A good deal of research on critical thinking indicates that perspective taking is the prerequisite skill for virtually every type of critical thinking. It is also the prerequisite for doing sociology—undergraduates must learn to see things from a different place on the social landscape than the one they have occupied. This lies at the heart of doing ethnographic work. Moreover, seeing how the macro and meso forces shape lives at the micro level is a form of perspective taking, as is the process of scrutinizing a social process or issue from more than one theoretical perspective. All of this requires an expanded ability to role-take. Moreover, perspective taking is at the core of deep learning (as opposed to surface learning for the short term.) This workshop will lay the foundations for understanding the centrality of expanded perspective-taking at every level in the curriculum. Participants will then be engaged in discovery writing and small groups to crystallize their thinking on perspective taking and deep learning, and will be asked to help develop appropriate teaching and assessment strategies. Summary discussion and analysis will then follow.

262. Open Refereed Roundtable Session. II

Hyatt Regency Denver
2:30-4:10pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Paul-Brian McInerney, University of Illinois-Chicago

Table 1. Demography
Table President: Lindsay Michelle Howden, Texas A&M University
A Multilevel Analysis of the Determinants of Spousal Differences in Reproductive Goals. Kofi D. Benefo, City University of New York-Lehman College
How the Census Bureau Addressed Dates of Birth after Census Day in the 2010 Census. Lindsay Michelle Howden, Texas A&M University
Spatial Is Multilingual. Linguistic Region as an Important Factor in Demography. Isabel Nadine Haeberling, University of Zurich

Table 2. Education
Table President: Megan Theresa Thiele, University of California-Merced
Independent Educational Consultants and Service-work. Jill M. Smith, Brandeis University
Measuring Corruption: What does the Media Say about Higher Education Corruption in the United States and Russia? Ararat L. Osipian, Vanderbilt University
Social Justice Learning Communities. Jeffrey Sweat, University of Wisconsin-Stout
The Elite University, Class and Relations to Authority. Megan Theresa Thiele, University of California-Merced

Table 3. Family
Table President: Chantell Brianna Cole Frazier, Syracuse University
An Exploratory look at Differential Risk for Victimization across Childhood for Children with and without Disabilities. Jennifer Vanderminden, University of New Hampshire
Birth Control as Medicine: A Qualitative Study of Women's Experiences with Birth Control for Non-contraceptive Purposes. Chantell Brianna Cole Frazier, Syracuse University
Cohabiting Couple’s Division of Household Labor in Japan. Makiko Fuwa, University of Tokyo
Economic Distress and Perceived Stress. Isik Aytac, Bogazici University; Bruce Rankin, Koc University; Nur Bana Kavakli Birdal, University of Southern California

Table 4. Immigration
Table President: P. Rafael Hernandez-Arias, University of New Mexico
God May Not Need a Passport, Priests Do: Exploring the Migration Experience of Polish Catholic Priests. Agata Piekosz, University of Toronto
Immigrant Status as Enduring Form of Social Stratification: Conceptual and Methodological Implications in Research. P. Rafael Hernandez-Arias, University of New Mexico
Strengths in Troubling Times: Housing Insecurity and Mixed Nativity Households in South Phoenix. Jennifer Elyse Glick, Arizona State University; Haruna Miyagawa Fukui, Arizona
State University; Dulce Medina, Arizona State University; Seline Szkupinski Quiroga, Arizona State University
Talents' Networks. Beate Wojtyniak, Chair of Sustainability Sciences

Table 5. Politics
Table Presider: dongling zhang, Arizona State University
A ‘fourth way’ in moral politics: Prospects for middle ground thinking in the abortion debate. Elfriede Wedam, Loyola University-Chicago
Media Use and Civic Engagement in Western China. Wenhong Chen, University of Texas-Austin; Yanlong Zhang, Duke University
The Post-democratic Body and the Bio-scientific State. Alexander Stingl, INTRAG European University Viadrina

Table 6. Advances in Quantitative and Qualitative Methods
Table Presider: Michael Wayne, University of Virginia
Highbrow Intertextuality in Prime-time Network Drama: An Empirical Analysis of the Criminal Minds Audience. Michael Wayne, University of Virginia; Francesca Tripodi, University of Virginia
Modelling Effectiveness of Governmental Governance at Firm Level: A Contingency Perspective of Strategy Performance Management System. Minmin Xi, Queen's University Management School, UK
Reflexivity as a Vehicle for Approaching Research Utopia. Molly Nackley Schott, Cleveland State University; Christine Baker Mitton, Cleveland State University

Table 7. Sport and Sport Cultures
Table Presider: Aaron Samuel Johnson, University of Colorado-Denver
This is Bigger Than a Toy: The Maintenance of Authenticity in the Skateboarding Subculture. Richard Robert Kaminski, University of Chicago
Bicyclists Behaving Badly: Keeping Colorado's Alternative Transportation Utopia "Real." Aaron Samuel Johnson, University of Colorado-Denver
Fan Evaluations of Distributive Justice In NFL Foll Refereeing. Dinur Blum, University of California-Riverside
Play-forms of Association: An Examination of How Women's Rugby Teams Develop Sociability and Organic Solidarity. Lady Anima Adjepong, University of Texas

Table 8. Labor Process and Policy
Table Presider: Peter Brendan Barr, University of Akron
Firefighting as a Cultural System: Examining Organizational Theories in Action. Carolyn M. Ly, Yale University
Toward a Historical-Institutionalist Theory of Working-class Formation. Ming-sho Ho, National Taiwan Normal University
University Policy Effects on Academic Career Advancement. Monica Gaughan, University of Georgia
Working Harder, Not Smarter: The Unfulfilled Promise of Lean Production and the Intensification of Work. Jeffrey S. Rothstein, Grand Valley State University
Workplace Democracy and the Prevention of Organizational Wrongdoing. Peter Brendan Barr, University of Akron

Table 9. Theory
Table Presider: Megan Elizabeth Collins, Texas A&M University
Concepts and Models for a Systematic Biosocial Theory. F. Mervin Baker, Retired
Expanding the Concepts of Status Groups and Class Interests. Emanuel Smikun, American Social Indicators
Disloyalty as Moral Suicide: America's Unhealthy Individualism. Megan Elizabeth Collins, Texas A&M University
Greek Modes and Social Movements. Dylan Guarisco, Pennsylvania State University-Harrisburg

Table 10. Frontiers of Culture
Table Presider: Eugene W. Halton, University of Notre Dame
Explornography and the Utopian Glow of Cyber-capital. Eugene W. Halton, University of Notre Dame
Globalization of Ritual: The Korean Case of Baby Shower. Gru Han, Harvard University
Racial Re-casting and the Color Line in Comic Books. Albert S Fu, Kutztown University
"Playing" Vodou/Voodoo: Imitation and Meaning in Political and Popular Cultural Depictions of Baron Samedi. John Paul, Washburn University
Table 11. Gendered Culture
Table Presider: Ahoo Tabatabai, Columbia College
Dress and Desire: The Use of Dress in Narratives of Sexual Identity. Ahoo Tabatabai, Columbia College
Unmasking the Gendered Personalities of Superheroes. Daniel Quay, University of Oklahoma; Maria-Elena D. Diaz, University of Oklahoma
Women's Experience of Bodily Stereotypes in Halo: Reach and Assassin's Creed: Brotherhood. Amanda Jacqueline Turner, Temple University
You Know, Support the Team: Representations of Gentle Masculinity on Seinfeld and Curb Your Enthusiasm. Evan Cooper, Farmingdale State College

Table 12. Gender
Table Presider: Swati Singh, University of North Texas
A Note on Women and Commercial Science in Agricultural Biotechnology. JoAnn Watkins Rogers, Clarkson University; Rick Welsh, Clarkson University
Assessing the Role of Micro-finance Self-help Groups on the Social Capital of Women Group Members. Swati Singh, University of North Texas
How the Cleveland Cultural Gardens Survived the Doldrums: Gendered Voluntarism and the Expressive-instrumental Dimension. Mitch Berbrier, University of Alabama-Huntsville; Veronica Ferreira, University of Iowa
Perspectives on the Great Recession from Welfare Mothers who Pursued Higher Education. Sheila M. Katz, Sonoma State University

Table 13. War and Disaster
Table Presider: Megan Elizabeth Collins, Texas A&M University
"Beacons" and "Sirens": Construction of Public Crisis Monitoring and Warning System. Jianmet Hao, University of Utah
Calling Dirty Harry a Liar: A Critique of Displacement Theories of Popular Criminology. Neal King, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Overshadowing Reality: How an Ideology Leads to a Fear of Accountability and Denial of Responsibility. Megan Elizabeth Collins, Texas A&M University
Theoretical Perspectives on Industrial Accidents, Disasters, and Catastrophes. Francis O. Adeola, University of New Orleans

Table 14. Global, Regional, and Local Economy
Table Presider: Steven Samford, University of New Mexico
Embedded Autonomy Revisited: Brokerage and Technology Diffusion in the Mexican Ceramics Sector. Steven Samford, University of New Mexico
Endorsement and Mobilization Effects of Affiliation Network on Organizational Founding. E.Y. Song, University of New South Wales
Ethnic Divisions Among Entrepreneurs: The Impact on Organizational Strategies and Venture Evolution. Mallika Banerjee, Cornell University

Table 15. Food and Health
Table Presider: Ashley Wendell Kranjac, University of Texas-Arlington
An Exploration in Food-Cultural Studies: Examining Dining-Out Experiences in Dallas, Texas. Ashley Wendell Kranjac, University of Texas-Arlington
Explaining the Gap between Green Attitudes and Green Behaviors. Lindsay Michelle Michael, Indiana University-Bloomington
Obesity in Early Elderly and Elderly and Its Relationship with Socio-economic Status and Gender in Taiwan. Chih-Chien Huang, Arizona State University

Table 16. Emotions
Table Presider: Ronald E. Anderson, University of Minnesota
Caring Capital: The Emotional, Networked Relationships of Compassion, Caring, and Altruism. Ronald E. Anderson, University of Minnesota
Examining the Relationship between Religion and Sexual Orientation in Relationship Stability. Shaun C Geer, University of California-Davis; Whitney F. Mollenhauer, University of California-Davis
How Do Romantic Relationships Impact Mental Health? The Role of Traditional Sexual Values. Ying Liang, Kent State University

Table 17. Historical Comparative Sociology
Table Presider: Jonah Stuart Brundage, University
of California-Berkeley

Table 18. Modeling Deviance
Table Presider: Pat L. Lauderdale, Arizona State University
Coordination without Consensus: Therapy and Control in a Juvenile Delinquent Treatment Center. Joshua Wakeham, Harvard University
Exploring the Relationship between Self-control and Crime Using a Structural Model. Katelyn Rozenbroek, University of Miami
Traditional Indigenous Restorative Practices and Preventions. Pat L. Lauderdale, Arizona State University
Unraveling the Meaning of Deviance Labeling: A Study of Attributions and Characterizations of the Discredited. Robert L Peralta, University of Akron; Monica Oliva, The University of Akron; Lia Chervenak Wiley, University of Akron

Table 19. Global Perspectives on Deviance
Table Presider: David Jancsics, City University of New York-Graduate Center
That Was Mestican, I Don't Understand: Indigenous Latina/o Migrants in the Criminal Justice System. Pamela Anna Izvanariu, City University of New York-Graduate Center
 Petty Corruption in Central and Eastern Europe: The Client's Side. David Jancsics, City University of New York-Graduate Center
That Which Is Not Measured Is Ignored: Development of an International Rape Scale for Cross-national Comparisons. Matthew Steamer, Ohio State University; Rachel Marie Durso, Ohio State University

Table 20. Family
Table Presider: Joseph Workman, University of Notre Dame
Mate Selection in Cyberspace: The Intersection of Race, Gender, and Education. Ken-Hou Lin, University of Massachusetts-Amherst; Jennifer Hicks Lundquist, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Same or Opposite? Parent Effects on Family Formation. Anette Eva Fasang, Humboldt University-Berlin; Marcel Raab, Sibling Size and Early Childhood Development. Joseph Workman, University of Notre Dame

Table 21. Gender in the Global Perspective
Table Presider: Jeffrey Hass, University of Richmond
Men’s Honor and Women’s Health: Dowry in India and Gender Differences in Morbidity. Samuel Stroope, Baylor University
Post-socialist Economic Change through a Gender Lens: Class and Gender Intersecting. Jeffrey Hass, University of Richmond
The Globalization of Same-sex Marriage. David Paternotte, Université libre de Bruxelles/Fonds de la recherche scientifique

Table 22. Social Determinants of Health
Table Presider: Paul von Hippel, University of Texas
Creature Comforts: Social Networks, Pets and the Management of Chronic Illness in the United Kingdom. Anne Rogers, University of Manchester; Helen Brooks, University of Manchester; David Reeves, University of Manchester; Dharri Kapadia, University of Manchester; Jack Pilgrim, University of Liverpool; Ivaylo Vassilev, University of Manchester
Do People Die from Income Inequality of a Decade Ago? Hui Zheng, Ohio State University
Living Arrangements and Healthy Longevity among the Oldest-old in China, 1998-2005. Rong Fu, Purdue University
Why Are More Educated Adults Thin? Body Mass Index Before and After the School Years. Paul von Hippel, University of Texas; Jamie L. Lynch, St. Norbert College

Table 23. Gender, Racial, and Ethnic Health Disparities
Table Presider: Kathryn Marie Nowotny, University of Colorado-Boulder
A Socio-geography of Distress among Legal and Unauthorized Brazilian Migrants. Louisa M Holmes, University of Southern California; Enrico A. Marcelli, San Diego State University
Gender Differences in Perceived Discrimination and Substance Use among Hispanics. Kathryn Marie Nowotny, University of Colorado-Boulder
Race/Ethnic Discrimination and Health Care Utilization in a Diverse Sample. Maureen Reindl Benjamins, Sinai Urban Health Institute
Residential Segregation, Health, and Health Care: Answering the Latino Question. Kathryn Freeman Anderson, University of Arizona; Andrew S. Fullerton, Oklahoma State University

Table 24. Stratification of Health
Table Presider: Dana Garbarski, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Discrimination in Health Care, Coping, and Health Outcomes. Maureen Reindl Benjamins, Sinai Urban Health Institute; Steve Whitman, Sinai Urban Health Institute

Cultural Health Capital: How Substance Use Contributes To Health Disparities Through Health Care Interactions. Jamie Suki Chang, University of California-San Francisco; Leslie Dubbin, University of California-San Francisco; Janet K. Shim, University of California-San Francisco


Dynamic and Dyadic Relationships: An Extension of the Socioeconomic Status-health Relationship. Dana Garbarski, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Subjective Social Status and Health: Class, Capabilities and Valued Ways of Life. Ivaylo Vassilev, University of Manchester; Anne Rogers, University of Manchester; Caroline Sanders, University of Manchester; Christian Blickem, University of Manchester; Sudeh Cheraghi-Sohi, University of Manchester; Helen Brooks, University of Manchester; Dharmi Kapadia, University of Manchester; David Reeves, University of Manchester

Table 25. Health and the Family
Table Presider: William Dane Cabin, City University of New York-Hunter College

Family, School, and Peer Influence on Taiwanese University Students’ HIV/AIDS Preventive Behavior: A Preliminary Analysis. Ya-chien Wang, Chung-Shan Medical University

How Does the Quality of Family Relationship affect Depression? Eeheun Song, Korea University; Young Ho Song, Korea University

Low Birth Weight and Parental Investment: Do Parents Favor the Fittest Child? Jamie L. Lynch, St. Norbert College; Ryan C. Brooks, Ohio State University

Social Support and Elderly Depression: Is it an Obvious Association? William Dane Cabin, City University of New York-Hunter College

263. Regular Session. Asians and Asian Americans: Economic and Educational Processes
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Pawan H. Dhingra, Tufts University
Presider: Jiannbin Lee Shiao, University of Oregon
Are Asian American Women Advantaged? Labor Market Performances of College Educated Female Workers. ChangHwan Kim, University of Kansas; Yang Zhao, University of Kansas

Discrimination and Psychological Distress among Asian Americans: Exploring the Moderating Effect of Education. Wei Zhang, University of Hawaii-Manoa

Platform, Principal, or Piggybacker: The State and Migration Industries in East Asia. Kristin Surak, University of Duisburg-Essen
The Pretty White Lies of Asian American Undergraduates at the Elite University. Kristen A Lee, Duke University; Simon Ho, Duke University

264. Regular Session. Class Cleavages
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Karyn Lacy, University of Michigan
Presider: Orly Clerge, Brown University
Black Middle Class Beliefs about Racial Inequality. Jason Eugene Shelton, University of Texas-Arlington

Social Class and Young African American Male’s Exposure to Lifetime and Everyday Discrimination. Jomills Henry Braddock, University of Miami; Walter R. Allen, University of California-Los Angeles; Phillip Jess Bowman, University of Michigan; Marvin Phillip Dawkins, University of Miami; William T. Trent, University of Illinois
Discussant: Robert M. Adelman, State University of New York-Buffalo

265. Regular Session. Comparative Sociology
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Eric S. Brown, University of Missouri
Presider: Eric S. Brown, University of Missouri
Labor Rights, Welfare Entitlements and Support for the Nafta and the European Union Enlargement
266. Regular Session. Consumption and Economic Inequality

Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Christine L. Williams, University of Texas-Austin
Presider: Robert Sitko, University of Texas
Consumption-based Differentiation versus Income-based Segmentation: Do they Capture the Same Patterns of Social Stratification? Sharon Raz, University of Haifa
Racial Gaps in Consumption Expenditures on Children. Lingxin Hao, Johns Hopkins University; Wei-Jun Jean Yeung, National University of Singapore
The Emergence of a Finance Culture in American Households, 1983-2010. Neil Fligstein, University of California; Adam Goldstein, University of California-Berkeley
The Local Joneses: Household Consumption and Income Inequality in Large Metropolitan Areas. Maria Charles, University of California-Santa Barbara; Jeff D. Lundy, University of California-San Diego
Discussant: Juliet B Schor, Boston College

267. Regular Session. Economic Sociology: Financialization

Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Josh Whitford, Columbia University
Presider: Yuval Millo, London School of Economics and Political Science
Performance-measurability and the Role of Status in Markets. Amir Goldberg, Stanford University
Financialization and the American Jobs Structure. Rachel E. Dwyer, Ohio State University; Michael David Nau, Ohio State University
Government Legitimacy in a Contemporary Capitalist Economy: Beyond Growth and Neoliberalism to an Investment Logic. Debbie Becher, Columbia University-Barnard College
Discussant: Yuval Millo, London School of Economics and Political Science

268. Regular Session. Internal Migration

Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Jenna Nobles, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Presider: Jack DeWaard, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Child Labor among Migrant Children in China. Lei Lei, State University of New York-Albany; Muyang Li, State University of New York-Albany
Labor Migration and the Educational Issues for Migrant Children in China. Min Yu, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Beyond Economic Calculation: Self-cultivation as a Motivation for Youth Migration in Rural China. Yi-Lin Chiang, University of Pennsylvania; Emily Carroll Hannum, University of Pennsylvania; Grace Kao, University of Pennsylvania
Discussants: Laura Lopez-Sanders, Stanford University; Zai Liang, State University of New York-Albany

269. Regular Session. Latinos and Social Movements

Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Silvia Dominguez, Northeastern University
Presider: Ramiro Martinez, Florida International University
Latinos and Social Movements in the Obama Years. Jose Zapata Calderon, Pitzer College
Undocumented and Unafraid: The Political Emergence of the Dream Generation. Thomas Pinerus Shields, Brandeis University
Undocumented, Studious, but Pessimistic: Perspectives of Undocumented Latino Students in Chicago. Dennis Kass, Chicago Law and Education Foundation; Michael Onstott, Chicago Law and Education Foundation; Lucila Rivas, Chicago Law and Education Foundation
Voice and Power in the Immigrant Youth Movement. Walter Nicholls, University of Amsterdam
Discussant: Victor M. Rios, University of California-Santa Barbara

270. Regular Session. New Directions in Life Course Criminology

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Karen F. Parker, University of Delaware
Presider: Bianca E Bersani, University of Massachusetts-Boston
Adolescent Victimization and Precocious Union Formation. Danielle C. Kuhl, Bowling Green State University; Andrew Wilczak, University of Tampa; David Warner, Case Western Reserve
University
When the Ties that Bind Unwind: Examining the Mechanism behind the Marriage Effect. Bianca E Bersani, University of Massachusetts-Boston; Elaine Eggleston Doherty, Johns Hopkins University

Hen’s Teeth and Horse’s Toes: The Adult Onset Offender in Criminology. Tracy W.P. Sohoni, University of Maryland-College Park; Ray Paternoster, University of Maryland; Ronet Bachman, University of Delaware; Jean Marie McGloin, University of Maryland-College Park

Parenting, Child Disclosure and Delinquency: A Structural Equation Panel Model. Maria Sergeevna Grigoryeva, University of Washington

Disentangling the Effects of Different Forms of Volunteering on Subsequent Arrest. Brianna Remster, Pennsylvania State University; Michael Massoglia, Pennsylvania State University; Christopher Uggen, University of Minnesota

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Amelie Quesnel-Vallee, McGill University
Presider: Amelie Quesnel-Vallee, McGill University
A Dyadic Assessment of Romantic Relationship Quality and Health Among Young, African American Couples. Ashley Brooke Barr, University of Georgia
Families, Resources, and Adult Health: Where do Sexual Minorities Fit? Justin T. Denney, Rice University; Bridget K. Gorman, Rice University; Cristina B Barrera, Rice University
Happiness: Before and After the Kids. Rachel Margolis, University of Western Ontario; Mikko Myrskyla, Max Planck Institute
The Influence of Intimate Partner Violence on Trajectories of Depressive Symptoms from Adolescence to Young Adulthood. Wendi Leigh Johnson, Bowling Green State University; Peggy C. Giordano, Bowling Green State University; Monica A. Longmore, Bowling Green State University; Wendy Diane Manning, Bowling Green State University
Discussant: Sean Clouston, University of Victoria

272. Regular Session. Social Roots of Violence and War
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Gregory Hooks, Washington State University
American Nationalism and Public Support for Military Action: Evidence from a Survey-based Experiment. Yuval Feinstein, University of California-Los Angeles
Heroes and Victims: Depictions of War Deaths in the United States and Israel, 1960s to 2000s. Richard Lachmann, State University of New York-Albany; Ian Sheinheit, State University of New York-Albany; Mishel Filisha, State University of New York-Albany
Receptiveness to Political Violence in Sub-Saharan Africa: The Impact of Perceived Position, National Context, and Gender. Kevin Doran, Indiana University
The War Within the Community: Land Conflict During Resettlement in Northern Uganda. Shannon Golden, University of Minnesota
Discussant: Gregory Hooks, Washington State University

273. Regular Session. Welfare State
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Teresa Toguchi Swartz, University of Minnesota
Presider: Teresa Toguchi Swartz, University of Minnesota
Beyond the Black-white Divide: Regional Racial Hierarchies and Welfare Policy Discourse. Hana Brown, Wake Forest University
Immigration and Redistributive Social Policy: Disenfranchisement, Threat or Fractionalization? Irene H.I. Bloemraad, University of California-Berkeley; Cybelle Fox, University of California-Berkeley; Christel Kesler, Columbia University-Barnard College
Regional Ethnic Diversity and Welfare Attitudes in Western Europe. Nate Breznau, Bremen International Graduate School of Social Sciences; Maureen A. Eger, University of Washington
Discussant: Sanford Schram, Bryn Mawr College

274. Section on Community and Urban Sociology
Paper Session. Urban and Community Sociology Beyond the City Limits
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizers: Alexandra K. Murphy, Princeton University; Japonica Brown-Saracino, Boston University
Presiders: Japonica Brown-Saracino, Boston University; Alexandra K. Murphy, Princeton University
The Long Shadow of California’s Factories in the Field: Agricultural Institutions and Metropolitan Land-use Politics. Charlie Eaton, University of California-Berkeley
Whose Eyes? What Sidewalk? Vacant Housing and
275. Section on Ethnomethodology Paper Session. Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis Open Topic
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Tim Berard, Kent State University
Presider: Tim Berard, Kent State University
Expert Witnesses and Courtroom Discourse. Donald J. Winiecki, Boise State University
Referents of Self-deprecations: Negotiating Ownership and Responsibility in Interaction. Kaoru Hayano, Max Planck Institute
Mapping Conversation Patterns in the Asynchronous, Computer-mediated Classroom. Donald J. Winiecki, Boise State University; Michael Blain, Boise State University
Hypothetical Questions: A Comparative Analysis and Implications for "Applied" vs "Basic" Conversation Analysis. Susan A Speer, University of Manchester
Discussant: Robert Dingwall, Nottingham Trent University

276. Section on Mathematical Sociology Paper Session. Empirical Applications of Mathematical Models
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Carter T. Butts, University of California-Irvine
Justice and the Linear Tax System. Guillermina Jasso, New York University; Bernd Wegener, Humboldt University-Berlin
Modeling Relational Events: A Case Study in an Open Source Software Development Project. Guido Conaldi, University of Greenwich; Eric Quintane, The University of Lugano; Alessandro Lomi, Universita della Svizzera Italiana; Marco Tonellato, University of Lugano
Stability and Conformity in Scientists’ Research Strategies. Jacob Gates Foster, University of Chicago; Andrey Rzhetsky, University of Chicago; James A. Evans, University of Chicago
Waves of Coverage: Positive Feedback, Path Dependence and Inequality in Media Attention to Social Movement Organizations. Charles F. Seguin, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Weighted Reciprocity in Human Communication Networks. David S. Hachen, University of Notre Dame; Omar A. Lizardo, University of Notre Dame; Zoltan Toroczkai, University of Notre Dame; Cheng Wang, University of Notre Dame; Anthony Strathman, University of Notre Dame; Nitesh Chawla, University of Notre Dame

277. Section on Political Sociology Roundtable Session (one-hour).
Colorado Convention Center
2:30-3:30pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Judith Step-Ped-Not-Norris, University of California-Irvine

Table 1.
Table Presider: Theodore P. Gerber, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Divided Historical Memory among Youth in Estonia: Ethnic, Socioeconomic, Linguistic, and Political Sources of Ideational Cleavage. Theodore P. Gerber, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Inclusion, Liberty, and Socialism: Young Adults, Politics, and Symbolic Boundaries in Contemporary Venezuela. Darcie Vandegrift, Drake University
Political Discourse and Social Behavior: How College Students Hear and Talk about President Obama. Jasmón Bailey, Texas State University
Citizenship in the Security State: Notes on the Colombian Case. Erika Marquez, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

Table 2. Electoral Politics and Legitimacy
Table Presider: Matthew A. Painter, University of Wyoming
Congress in Action: Representativeness and Effectiveness in Chile and Argentina, 1900-1930. Moira B. Mackinnon, Tulane University
Constructing Legitimacy Following Regime Change: The Cuban State’s Framing of Economic and Social Reforms Post-Fidel. Martina Kunovic, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Indira Gandhi’s Rise in Indian Politics: Examining A Woman Leader’s Quest for Political Legitimacy. Sourabh Singh, State University
Table 3. Political Mobilization and Political Policy
Table Presider: Fred Brooks, Georgia State University
Analyzing the Community Organization ACORN through a Real Utopia Lens. Fred Brooks, Georgia State University
From Populist Mobilization to Participatory Democracy. Gabriel Bodin Hetland, University of California-Berkeley
A Canker in the Body Politic: Ideas, Institutions, and Child Labor Reform in Massachusetts and Prussia. Angela Elisabeth Anderson, Northwestern University
Global Trends or Regime Survival: The Reforms in Russian Higher Education. Natalia Forrat, Northwestern University

Table 4. Politics and Race
Table Presider: Angela Jones, State University of New York-Farmingdale State College
The Black Power Elite. Angela Jones, State University of New York-Farmingdale State College
The "Multi-racial" Vote: The Political Significance of the Two or More Races Population, Election 2012. Jungmiwha Bullock, University of Southern California

Table 5. Global Politics
Table Presider: Phillip B. Gonzales, University of New Mexico
Liberalism and Imperialism: The U.S. Annexation of the Nuevomexicanos, 1820-1867. Phillip B. Gonzales, University of New Mexico
Class and Social Order: Political Consequences of the Move from Class to Culture. David Ost, Hobart & William Smith Colleges
From Suppression to Manufacturing Civil Society: The Impact of Transnational AIDS Governance on Authoritarian State Repression. Yan Long, University of Michigan
Global Scripts and Nationalist Aspirations in the Middle East: The Case of the Kurds. Katarzyna Polanska, University of Minnesota
The Epoch of Struggle: Human Rights Creation, Socioeconomic Rights, and Global Identity Formation. Christopher Nigel Roberts, University of Minnesota

Table 6. Cross National Analyses of Politics
Table Presider: Jacob Apkarian, University of California-Riverside
Political Conditions for Successful Military Coups 1940-1984; A Boolean Classification Analysis. Jacob Apkarian, University of California-Riverside; Robert Alan Hanneman, University of California-Riverside
Social Trust and the Nations: Three Essential Factors of Social Trust. Seungbong Jeon, University of Virginia
The Third Wave of Democratization: Consolidation of Nominal Democracy? Rakkoo Chung, State University of New York-Albany

Table 7. Political Attitudes and Behavior
Table Presider: Carl W. Stempel, California State University-East Bay
Media Use and Issue Knowledge in the 2008 Presidential Campaign: A Field Analysis. Carl W. Stempel, California State University-East Bay; Guido H. Stempel III, Ohio University; Hargrove Thomas, Scripps Howard News Service
Assessing the Relationship between Religion and Science within the American Public. Timothy L. O’Brien, Indiana University
Occupational Closure and Voter Turnout. Jennifer Laird, University of Washington
The Boundaries of Being American: National Identity, In-group Bias, and Attitudes Toward Domestic Policy. John Taylor Danielson, University of Arizona
The Prosperous Hardliner: A Study of Muslim Communities in Western Europe. David Jacobson, University of South Florida; Natalie Deckard, University of Emory

Table 8. Political Parties and U.S. State Politics
Table Presider: Paolo Parigi, Stanford University
The Birth of the 2nd Party System: The Role of Boardinghouses During the Jackson Era. Paolo Parigi, Stanford University; Patrick Bergemann, Stanford University
Failing to Make a Market: The Liminal Lottery in 1950s Massachusetts. Christopher Wetzel,
Evidence of Political Moderation over Time: Utah’s Immigration Debate Online. Brian D. Harris, Brigham Young University; Charlie V. Morgan, Brigham Young University

Structural and Hidden Constraints on Third Parties in American Elections. Benjamin Michael Marks, University of California-Riverside

The New Non-competitors: The Rise of Clientelist Parties. Lulzim Traga, University of California-Santa Barbara

Table 9. Politics in China
Table Presider: Reza Hasmath, University of Melbourne
From Central to Local Power: An Analysis of the Development of Contemporary State-NGO Interactions in China. Reza Hasmath, University of Melbourne; Jennifer YJ Hsu, University of Alberta
Home-ownership and Political Participation: Neighborhood Democracy in Urban China. Hongbo Wang, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology; Jun Li, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Homeowners’ Associations in Urban China: A Move Toward Civil Society? Qiang Fu, Duke University; Nan Lin, Duke University
State Legitimacy and Regime Types: Based on the Chinese Government Report (1950s to Present). Licheng Qian, University of Virginia

Table 10. Politics and Religion
Table Presider: Lydia Bean, Baylor University
Sunday School Teachers and the Culture War: The Political Role of Lay Leaders in American Congregations. Lydia Bean, Baylor University; Brandon Martinez, Baylor University
Secularism Revisited: State as the New Church. nima Baghdadi, Florida International University

Table 11. Politics and Immigration
Table Presider: Veronica Terriquez, University of Southern California
Youth Organizations and the Political Socialization of Immigrant Families: Implications for the 2012 Elections. Veronica Terriquez, University of Southern California; Hyeyoung Kwon, University of Southern California

Towards a Relational Model of Political Participation: Tackling “Identity-to-Politics Link” through Latent Class Models. Seonmin Kim, University of California-Berkeley
The Political Incorporation of the Foreign Born in the United States within an Immigrant Context. Sheilamae Reyes, Ohio State University
Securing America's Border: The State as a Lived Experience Along the Texas-Mexico Border. Jennifer Correa, University of Wisconsin-Parkside

278. Section on Science, Knowledge and Technology Paper Session. Crisis: Disasters/Epidemics/Traumas/Catastrophes
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Elise Paradis, University of Toronto
Presider: Hiro Saito, University of Hawaii-Manoa
Bigger and Better Becomes Reflexive: Urban and Systemic Resilience Narratives in three Gulf Coast Hurricanes. Charles Brady Potts, University of Southern California
Changing Meaning of Epidemic and Pandemic in the Medical Literature, 1980-2010. Elise Paradis, University of Toronto; Ayelet Kuper, University of Toronto-Wilson Centre; Niall Byrne, University of Toronto-Wilson Centre
Democratizing Technical Democracy? The Limits of Information and Communication Technologies in Politics of Nuclear Risks. Hiro Saito, University of Hawaii-Manoa; Sang-hyoun Pahk, University of Hawaii-Manoa
The Theodicies of Terrorism in American Collective Memory. Christina Simko, University of Virginia

279. Section on Sex and Gender Paper Session. Gender, Sexuality and Religion (co-sponsored with Section on Sociology of Religion)
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizers: Orit Avishai, Fordham University
Presider: Orit Avishai, Fordham University
Catholicism and the Family: Understanding Family Schemas in the Catholic Tradition. Linda Marie Kawentel, University of Notre Dame; Peter Mundey, University of Notre Dame; Mary Ellen Konieczny, University of Notre Dame
Men, Women with Satan in the Middle: Gender Segregation of the Buses in Iran. Nazanin
Shahrokni, University of California-Berkeley
Sexual Encounters for Evangelical and LDS Men: A Theory of Men's Sexual Agency in Gender-traditional Religions. Kelsy C Burke, University of Pittsburgh; Amy Michelle Moff Hudec, Boston University
Even though Men and Women are Different: Negotiating Gender and Sexuality in an Abstinence Organization. Katherine Castiello Jones, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Discussants: Courtney Ann Irby, Loyola University-Chicago
Orit Avishai, Fordham University

280. Section on Sociology of Law Paper Session.
Immigrants Outside the Law: Determining Rights and Making Claims in a Legal Context of Exclusion
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Leisy Janet Abrego, University of California-Los Angeles
Presider: Patricia Macias, Sarah Lawrence College
Between Exploitation and Resistance: Immigrant Women Organizing Residential Construction. Maria Cristina Morales, University of Texas-El Paso
Litigating to Organize: Workers’ Centers, Immigrant Workers and the National Labor Relations Act. Jessica Rose Garrick, University of New Mexico
Regulatory Resistance: Bureaucratic Opportunity Structures Shaping Rights of Undocumented Workers. Ming Hsu Chen, University of Colorado-Boulder
Undocumented and Unafraid: Undocumented Youth, Deportation Deferral Campaigns, and Redefining Belonging. Caitlin Cassidy Patler, University of California-Los Angeles
Discussant: Leisy Janet Abrego, University of California-Los Angeles

281. Section on Sociology of Mental Health Paper Session. Stigma and the Stress Process (co-sponsored with the Section on Social Psychology)
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Elaine Wethington, Cornell University
Presider: Elaine Wethington, Cornell University
Functional Limitation and Psychological Distress: A Minority Stress Perspective. Robyn Lewis Brown, DePaul University
Social Distance and Psychiatric Labels. Amy Kroska, University of Oklahoma; Sarah K Harkness, University of Iowa; Lauren Thomas, University of Oklahoma; Ryan P. Brown, University of Oklahoma
The Association between Racial Socialization and Depression: Testing Direct and Buffering Associations. Ellen M. Granberg, Clemson University; Mary Elizabeth Bond Edmond, University of Georgia; Ronald L. Simons, University of Georgia
Discussant: Brea Louise Perry, University of Kentucky

282. Section on Sociology of Population Roundtable Session (one-hour).
Hyatt Regency Denver
2:30-3:30pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizers: Anthony Paik, University of Iowa
Jennifer Buher Kane, University of North Carolina
Jessica A Cohen, St. Mary's University

Table 1.
Table Presider: Laurie Elizabeth Hawkins, University of Colorado-Boulder
Emergency Contraception among Ghanaian Women. Lori Hale, University of Akron; Baffour K Takyi, University of Akron
Fertility Decline, Women’s Well-being, and Gender Gaps in Well-being in Poor Countries. Kathryn M. Yount, Emory University; Sarah Zureick-Brown, Emory University; Nafisa Halim, Boston University; Kayla La Villa, Emory University
Social Norms and the Reproductive Life Course. Laurie Elizabeth Hawkins, University of Colorado-Boulder
Early Marriage among Ever-married Women in Ghana. Loretta Bass, University of Oklahoma; Morgan Anne Richards, University of Oklahoma

Table 2. Parenthood and the Life Course
Table Presider: Pablo Gracia, Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Father’s Child Care Involvement and Children’s Age: Education, Bargaining, and Gender Roles. Pablo Gracia, Universitat Pompeu Fabra
The Effects of Early Motherhood Experience on Second Births. Seung-won Choi, Pennsylvania State University
Trajectories of Fertility Expectations: The 1963 Birth Cohort Women of NLSY79. Sam Hyun Yoo, Arizona State University
Table 3. Inequality
Table Presider: Kristen Schultz Lee, State University of New York-Buffalo
Slavery and African American Family Stability, 1860-1880. Deirdre Bloome, Harvard University; Christopher Michael Muller, Harvard University
The Effect of First Intercbirth Interval on Women’s Poverty at Midlife. Amanda Jean Stevenson, University of Texas-Austin

Table 4. Models and Methods
Table Presider: Yuri A. Frantsuz, University of Humanities and Social Sciences
Adjusted Dependency Ratios and Community Characteristics in Metropolitan America: Data from the 2010 ACS. Thomas File, U.S. Census Bureau; Robert Kominski, U.S. Census Bureau
Short-term Fluctuations in Fertility: Theoretical and Methodological Issues of Studying the Impact of Societal Instability. Yuri A. Frantsuz, University of Humanities and Social Sciences

Table 5. Professional Development: Tips for Successful Grant Writing
Table Presiders: Cassandra J. Dorius, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
Rebecca L. Clark, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

Table 6. Professional Development: Finding Jobs/What to Expect in Your First Year on the Job
Table Presider: John Iceland, Pennsylvania State University

Table 7. Professional Development: Selecting and Establishing a Long-term Research Agenda
Table Presider: Daniel T. Lichter, Cornell University

Table 8. Professional Development: Getting Published
Table Presider: Lori M. Hunter, University of Colorado-Boulder

3:30 pm Meetings
Award Presenters and Recipients Photo Session – Hyatt Regency Denver
Section on Political Sociology Business Meeting – Colorado Convention Center
Section on Sociology of Population Business Meeting – Hyatt Regency Denver

4:30 pm Sessions
283. ASA Awards Ceremony and Presidential Address
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Jamie Arca, American Sociological Association
Panelist: Erik Olin Wright, University of Wisconsin

6:30 pm Receptions
Honorary Reception – Hyatt Regency Denver

7:00 pm Other Groups
Sociological Research Association Meeting and Banquet (Richard Alba) – Colorado Convention Center

7:30 pm Receptions
Section on Community and Urban Sociology Reception (off-site)
Section on Latino/a Sociology Reception (off-site)

8:00 pm Receptions
Just Desserts! A Carla B. Howery Teaching Enhancement Grant Program Benefit Reception (ticket required for admission) – Hyatt Regency Denver

8:00 pm Other Groups
British Journal of Sociology Reception (Katherine Wheatley) – Hyatt Regency Denver
Ethnographic Work (Elijah Anderson) – Hyatt Regency Denver
Memorial Gathering in Honor of Arlene Kaplan Daniels – Hyatt Regency Denver
Memorial Gathering in Honor of John Pock – Hyatt Regency Denver
Pennsylvania State University Sociology Department Reception (John Iceland) – Hyatt Regency Denver
University of Chicago Alumni Reception – Hyatt Regency Denver
University of Wisconsin-Madison Alumni Reception (William Fetty) – Hyatt Regency Denver

9:00 pm Other Groups
Soon-to-be-Author-Meets-Non-Critics (Dan Ryan) – Hyatt Regency Denver
University of Maryland Alumni Reception (Karina Havrilla) – Hyatt Regency Denver

9:30 pm Receptions

Minority Fellowship Program (MFP) Benefit Reception (ticket required for admission) – Hyatt Regency Denver
Summary 1. “Participatory Democracy” and “Deliberative Democracy”: some introductory definitions

2. “Beyond Participatory Democracy”: the contributions of Benjamin Barber and Jane Mansbridge

2.1 Benjamin Barber: searching for a “strong” democracy

2.2 Jane Mansbridge: “unitary” and “adversary” democracy

3. The origins of Deliberative Democracy: interpretations of the American Constitution

3.1 Bessette: the American Constitution as design of a “deliberative democracy.” On one hand, it seeks to comprehend the nature of two notions, “participatory democracy” and “deliberative democracy,” starting with their theoretical genealogy, their first formulations, the reasons that supported their elaboration, and the

Without a sustained participation in public matters, the essence of democracy (and the concept of citizenship) is being affected. As privatization prevails, NGOs linked to the grassroots are being affected because their origin and support stem from the public spaces of society. While in the past the grassroots NGOs were the counterbalance of the traditional politics, and with this they strengthened the political discussion, their present diminution reduces the possibilities of that debate. This condition is further increased by some features of globalization, like the patterns of consumption, or the agreements of free trade and financial relationships, as they reduce the feeling of being part in decisionmaking processes in their countries. The strengthening of public policies.